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FOREWORD

This publication is based on the fourth Nuclear Safety Review prepared by
the IAEA Secretariat for presentation to the Board of Governors. It discusses
relevant international activities in 1984 and the current status of nuclear safety
and radiation protection, and looks ahead to anticipated developments. An
exhaustive treatment of all major worldwide developments is neither feasible
nor advisable, and therefore preference has been given to selected significant
events and trends.

The structure of this publication differs somewhat from the previous
Nuclear Safety Reviews. However, the overall approach remains programme
oriented, dealing with areas influencing IAEA safety activities. The Secretariat
would appreciate comments and relevant information on national developments
in nuclear safety and radiation protection for possible inclusion in future
Reviews.

With the consent of the Board of Governors, this publication is to be made
available to interested organizations and individuals in IAEA Member States.



EDITORIAL NOTE

The use of particular designations of countries or territories does not imply any judge-
ment by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or territories, of their
authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.

The mention of specific companies or of their products or brand names does not imply
any endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GENERAL

At the end of 1984, there were 345 nuclear power units operating in
26 countries, an increase of 30 units over 1983 (see Fig.l). Nuclear power now
supplies roughly 13% of the world's electricity. A further 180 units are under
construction in 28 countries, a decrease of 23 units from the peak level in 1980
(see Fig.2).

The increasing number of operating plants, together with the decreasing
number under construction, reinforced the change of emphasis in nuclear safety
from design to operational aspects in 1984.

Although there were various incidents at nuclear power plants involving
operational errors and equipment failure, there were no accidents with consequences
for public health and safety. Furthermore, radioactive effluents from normal
operations have not resulted in significant public exposure.

Experience with different types of thermal power plants for electricity
production indicates that the low health impact on the public of nuclear energy
production is approached only by natural gas. The small risk in using natural gas
is mainly due to transportation accidents. Coal followed by oil still present the
highest overall risk owing to their toxic combustion products and large transporta-
tion requirements. This overall pattern continues to emerge, although there is still
some degree of controversy.

SECTION I: INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

In a continuing effort to increase international co-operation and assistance,
the IAEA initiated several activities in 1984 designed further to promote substantive
exchanges and to intensify nuclear safety and radiation protection efforts.

High level exchanges

At the 1984 IAEA General Conference, 30 senior nuclear safety officials
representing almost all the nuclear power countries met for an informal exchange
of views, focussing on major regulatory issues. There was a general consensus that
the safety of nuclear plants was currently at a level that warranted no fundamental
changes in approach or design, and that valuable future gains could be expected
from operating experience and from well-defined research and development
programmes. The meeting provided an opportunity to extend and strengthen
personal contacts and will be repeated at the 1985 General Conference.
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FIG.l. Nuclear power units in operation. Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information
Service (PRIS).

1984 also saw the establishment of the International Nuclear Safety Advisory
Group (INSAG), proposed by the Director General at the 1982 General Conference,
to provide a forum for the consideration of current and evolving safety issues.
Thirteen nuclear safety experts from regulatory authorities, research organizations
and the nuclear industries of developed and developing countries were invited to
serve for a period of three years. The composition of INSAG, representing the
major sectors of the nuclear community as well as its global nature, should enable
it to play an important role in identifying and helping in the resolution of nuclear
safety issues.

The first INSAG meeting took place in March 1985 to formulate a programme
for the examination of a number of selected safety issues of international concern.

IAEA safety initiatives

In response to the number of significant radiation accidents and in order to
promote adequate radiation protection in Member States, the Director General
announced the establishment of the Radiation Protection Advisory Team (RAPAT)
programme at the 1984 IAEA General Conference. Competent experts will assist
requesting countries to assess their radiation protection needs and will develop
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FIG.2. Nuclear power units under construction (excluding reactors with construction
suspended). Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information Service (PRIS).

technical assistance strategies in radiation protection. Two missions were sent in
1984, and more than 10 have been requested for 1985.

In recognition of the increasing emphasis on operational safety, the Operational
Safety Review Team (OSART) programme was initiated in 1983 to assist regulatory
authorities in the review of operating nuclear power plants. These international
teams have proved useful, not only in supporting regulators by providing an
international frame of reference, but also in assisting operational staff by providing
an opportunity for direct exchange with their counterparts from other countries.
Three missions were completed by the end of 1984 and further increases in the
use of OSART reviews are expected in 1985. The benefits of an independent
assessment of operational safety are evident and plans are under way to expand
the service to include countries with mature nuclear programmes.

By the end of 1984, almost 3500 power reactor years of operation (see Fig.3)
had been accumulated. To take advantage of this experience, the IAEA, with its
worldwide membership, and the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA)
have continued to collect and examine data on significant safety-related operational
events through their Incident Reporting Systems (1RS). The reporting criteria and
report format for both systems have now been harmonized to facilitate the exchange
of information on operating and maintenance experience and to assist in the
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FIG.3. Power reactor operating experience. Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information
Service (PRIS).

identification of necessary modifications. The IAEA and OECD/NEA are sponsoring
annual joint meetings in which reports on over 90 incidents have already been
presented. About 150 reports should be received yearly from the 345 power reactors
now operating world wide.

The IAEA continued to maintain a vigorous role not only in power reactor
safety but also in research reactor safety. In 1984, there were 274 research reactors
operating in 54 countries; 75% of these were built before 1970, the majority
having been in operation for 15 to 30 years (see Fig.4). The IAEA regularly sends
teams of experts in both nuclear safety and radiation protection to research reactors
that have been set up with IAEA assistance. On the basis of the experience gained
from health and safety missions to 32 research reactors in 26 countries, the IAEA
published in 1984 an updated Code of Practice on the Safe Operation of Research
Reactors and Critical Assemblies.

SECTION II: NUCLEAR SAFETY: CURRENT STATUS

Policy and legal developments

The public inquiry into plans to use a standardized pressurized water reactor
(PWR) for the new unit at Sizewell in the United Kingdom has established a record
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F1G.4. Research reactor age distribution (December 1984). Source: IAEA Power Reactor
Information Service (PRIS).

as the longest running inquiry into the need for and economics and safety of
nuclear power. Almost all of 1984 was spent on safety and environmental issues,
with much attention to risk assessment and severe accidents. A Swiss referendum,
a Dutch inquiry and several ballot initiatives in the United States of America
in 1984 were further evidence of the continuing but diminishing nuclear debate,
with emphasis shifting to radwaste issues.

Several countries introduced new laws or modified existing legislation
governing nuclear safety and radiation protection. New primary legislation
typically established the basis for nuclear energy use and specified safety criteria.
Some of the modifications clarified legislation and harmonized requirements, while
others eased some of the more stringent regulations but required additional detailed
information.

Some progress was made during 1984 in reconciling national attitudes towards
accident liability and insurance issues. A symposium jointly held by the IAEA and
the OECD/NEA confirmed the soundness of the approach taken by established
international conventions but also emphasized the necessity for regular revisions
to take account of developments such as the trend towards unlimited liability up
to some overall financial resource limit. In response to worldwide concern about
radioactive waste management, the OECD/NEA has suggested that waste
repositories should be subject to liability as long as they are open to accept waste.



Significant operational events

Despite the significance for safety of the operational events at nuclear power
plants world wide in 1984, none had any consequences for public health and safety.
Some of the more severe incidents resulted in the loss, to varying degrees, of the
essential capability of removing decay heat from the reactor. At three plants,
one of which was operating at 30% power, all alternating current power was lost,
including back-up power from emergency diesel generators. At another plant,
low levels of intake water caused loss of the ultimate heat sink used for cooling
turbine condensers and safety components. Safety valves for back-up heat removal
also failed to open.

Another incident involved the failure of a refuelling water cavity seal, which
would have caused fuel elements to be uncovered if spent fuel operations had
commenced. Several incidents of degradation of containment integrity were also
reported in 1984, drawing attention to problems associated with the numerous
penetrations of containment buildings.

In events highlighting potential common cause failures, which render
redundant safety systems inoperable, there have been 22 reported instances over
the last few years of steam binding affecting the operability of emergency pumps.
About 60 check valves failed, together with some motor-operated valves installed
to prevent back-leakage. An event involving the failure of a main circulation
pump resulted in abrasion products being carried to the reactor pressure vessel,
causing high temperatures at exit from the reactor core.

Operational developments

Operational concerns centred on several matters that have troubled the
nuclear industry for years. Degradation of steam generator tubes continued to
plague pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants in several countries. Tube failure
provides a release pathway from the primary coolant system and, additionally,
can necessitate maintenance work in high radiation fields. Stringent water
chemistry requirements, procedural changes and inspection modifications have
helped, but steam generator replacements are being considered for several plants
in the USA and Europe.

Failures of coolant pump seals, leading to primary coolant loss, are causing
increasing concern. The problem derives from the vulnerability of some designs
of these seals to heat buildup should component cooling water fail. There is also
some uncertainty about seal durability in certain severe accident conditions, such
as in a station blackout. Mock-up tests that had already been performed to show
how well specific seals withstood these conditions were inconclusive, and further
intermediate and full-scale tests to resolve the issue are under consideration.

Cracking of large diameter pipes in boiling water reactor (BWR) plants
continues to be a major problem since many pipes thus affected cannot be isolated.



Cracks that nearly penetrate the pipe wall as well as shallow cracking around the
pipe circumference have been observed at some plants. Although there have been
more than 500 occurrences of pipes cracking, there has never been a pipe
severance. Efforts are under way to improve methods for early detection as well
as to validate the current regulatory concept that a leak, signalling a potential
severance, always occurs before a break.

Concerning human factors, an IAEA expert review has helped to improve
emergency operating procedures. Reactor simulators are increasingly being used
to train operators and to verify emergency procedures, and safety parameter
display systems will assist operators in the diagnosis of plant behaviour. Lower
cost 'conceptual simulators' based on the utilization of minicomputers with
limited system detail are being developed for facilities that cannot afford 'replica
simulators'.

There was a major effort in 1984 to reduce the number of unplanned shut-
downs. Although these were often assumed to be initiated by systems that were
not safety grade, experience shows that personnel error is frequently the root
cause. Activities to reduce the number of shutdowns will include improvements
not only in design but also in operating capability and operating experience feed-
back.

Also concerning human factors, operating experience frequently indicated
degraded system performance owing to inadequate or poorly performed maintenance
New approaches are therefore being developed that recognize the need for dynamic
plant management, including computerized maintenance systems. Regulatory
.authorities and operating organizations are working on streamlining technical
specifications that define safety limits for control and protection systems and on
testing requirements. This was in response to indications that the increasing
number of specifications in areas such as test frequency may not be cost-effective
and may have a potentially adverse effect on safety.

Developments in plant design

Progress was made in 1984 towards resolving some long-standing design
concerns. The problem of pressurized thermal shock, which was once considered
a major safety issue owing to its potential to cause highly irradiated reactor
pressure vessels to fail when exposed to an injection of cold emergency coolant,
is now largely resolved. Reducing the neutron flux density in the vessel walls of
older plants or preheating the injection water would be possible remedies, if
ongoing research confirms their advisability.

Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS), a condition in which control
rods fail to insert, has been an issue under discussion for more than a decade.
Some countries are now requiring diverse and independent means to ensure
redundant functioning of reactor shutdown systems or improvements in systems
to mitigate the potential accident effects. In response to another continuing
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concern, new equipment requirements for controlling hydrogen accumulation
under severe accident conditions have also been adopted by a number of countries.
These include the use of inert containment atmospheres in some plants and of
hydrogen re combiners in others.

In recent years, safety research has been reoriented towards resolving issues
related to plant behaviour in severe accidents. Key elements have been: the
radioactive source term assumed in accident analysis; hydrogen generation and
control; and the potential for destructive steam explosions arising from molten
fuel reactions.

The use of filtered containment venting systems to cope with severe accidents
such as core melt continued to attract the attention of regulatory authorities and
utilities in several countries. Construction work on filter building progressed for
a Swedish plant, with connection to the containment vessel scheduled for its
refuelling outage in 1986. The filter would allow the entire containment
atmosphere to be filtered during an accident. The French are pursuing more
modest goals by developing only supplementary filters for controlled releases
from the containment.

The extent to which nuclear power plants should be upgraded or 'backfitted'
with new safety features has been a difficult issue to resolve. Some backfitting
requirements in the past did little to enhance particular safety features and some
proved detrimental to overall plant safety. The issue is becoming increasingly
important as plants age (see Fig.5). Several countries are attempting to define
backfitting criteria precisely and to use probabilistic risk assessment techniques
and cost-benefit analyses to determine the advisability of such measures.

SECTION III: RADIATION PROTECTION: CURRENT STATUS

Developments in radiation protection

In examining the health effects of radiation exposure, a distinction is made
between non-stochastic and stochastic effects. Non-stochastic effects such as
acute radiation syndrome, eye cataracts and gonadal damage occur when a dose
above a certain threshold level causes sufficient cell death to affect the integrity
of the tissue or organ. In contrast, stochastic effects such as malignant diseases
and hereditary effects, which can occur following cell damage alone, are assumed
to have no threshold dose level. In this case any dose increment is assumed to
cause a proportional increment in the probability that these effects will occur.

In 1984, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
published a thorough review of the severity of non-stochastic effects and their
mortality. Of the tissues considered, there appears to be none for which annual
occupational exposure at the present limits would ultimately lead to an accumulated
dose in excess of the threshold level for non-stochastic effects. The ICRP has also
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FIG.5. Power reactor age distribution (completedyears) (December 1984). Source: IAEA
Power Reactor Information Service.

continued to examine relevant information on the induction of stochastic effects,
although no reliable evidence was found that would necessitate a change in current
estimates of risk.

Radiobiolcgical findings are frequently based on epidemiological studies,
which will continue to be fundamental to the continuing refinement of radiation
protection criteria. Some such studies, however, have created much confusion
in scientific circles and among the general public owing to their poor quality,
insufficient data and inappropriate methodology. Careful examination of such
studies is therefore required to establish clearly their limitations and to avoid
misinterpretation. The problem of evaluation should be somewhat alleviated by
a 1984 OECD/NEA report that addresses epidemiological studies of occupationally
exposed workers. It provides a detailed description of necessary research proce-
dures and the criteria by which they can be judged.

The problems of interpreting epidemiological data based on small samples
were illustrated by a British television programme which linked an above average
number of cases of childhood cancer with the operation of the United Kingdom's
Sellafield reprocessing plant. An independent advisory group set up to investigate
this possibility concluded that the number of cases of leukaemia around Sellafield
was unusual but not unique and that a causal relationship could not be proved.



There were similar rates of leukaemia in other locations not close to nuclear
installations. The advisory group recommended more detailed studies.

One significant development in radiation protection involves the use of the
Annual Limits of Intake (ALI) recommended by the ICRP to control the committed
dose rather than the dose actually incurred by radiation workers. The necessary
transition to this approach, which integrates over 50 years the continuous internal
exposure due to incorporated radionuclides, is causing some regulatory problems,
particularly with regard to plutonium workers. Monitoring methods are now being
developed to overcome technical difficulties in reliably assessing annual intakes
by workers. The ICRP position, which was confirmed in a 1984 statement, under-
lines the need to limit the risk committed rather than that incurred, and continues
to gain ground among regulators.

Significant radiation events

Once again in 1984, there were serious radiation events not related to nuclear
power facilities. The most serious accident involved an industrial radiography
source that was taken to a worker's home and ultimately caused the deaths of
eight persons within a relatively short period of time.

The loss of radioactive sources, widely used in medicine, industry and
research, is by no means a rare event. The export of contaminated pipe fittings,
table bases and reinforcing bars illustrates how rapidly and widely radioactive
material can be distributed if it is inadvertently included in scrap metal operations.
Such events underline the need for responsible authorities to exercise strict controls
in regulating both the use and the eventual disposal of radioactive materials and
devices. The RAPAT programme established by the IAEA is also expected to
contribute to improve control of radiation protection.

Radiation exposure

The latest exposure statistics from the USA show that workers at nuclear
power plants received slightly higher average exposures in 1983 than in 1982,
with BWR workers again receiving generally higher exposures than PWR workers.
In view of the latest figures, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has
challenged the industry to reduce annual collective and individual doses by 20%
over the next two years. The decisive factors determining occupational radiation
exposure in the nuclear industry throughout the world appear to be the amount
of modification, repair, maintenance and testing carried out and the efforts made
to reduce consequent radiation exposure.

A related item in the USA involves monitoring the radiation exposure of
transient workers employed mainly during outages for refuelling and major repairs.
On the basis of studies commissioned by the Atomic Industrial Forum, a Nuclear
Employee Data System has been set up to achieve greater compatibility between
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FIG.6. Contributions to the total radiation exposure of the population of the United
Kingdom. 'Other man-made exposures' includes weapons fallout (0.5%), miscellaneous sources
(0.5%), occupational exposure (0.4%) and radioactive discharges (0.1%).

utility record-keeping systems and to avoid unnecessary and duplicative training,
as well as to provide data for overexposure claims. Several countries already
employ a centralized process for tracking the radiation exposure of transient
workers.

At Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2), radiation shielding, decontamination
and exposure reduction techniques and extensive pretask planning and mock-up
training have helped to reduce worker exposure during clean-up activities in 1984
to roughly one-sixth of expected levels. Delays have occurred because radioactive
material has become deeply entrained into building surfaces by contact with
contaminated water, and early efforts to reduce doses were less successful than
anticipated. Remote handling devices and robots are expected to be increasingly
used to aid the clean-up process and to reduce the exposure levels of workers.

A study released in 1984 of the exposure levels of the United Kingdom
population due to all sources of ionizing radiation confirms that the main contri-
bution (87%) is from natural sources, which includes a large indoor exposure to
radon and thoron decay products (37%) released mainly by soil and building
materials. Of the man-made contribution (13%), the largest share is due to medical
uses of radiation (11.5%), with radioactive discharges contributing only 0.1%
(see Fig. 6). The exposure from natural activity in fly ash released from burning
coal was included for the first time. The average radiation dose due to fly ash
is similar in magnitude to that due to the nuclear industry.
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Transport of radioactive material

A substantial revision of the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Materials, the culmination of four years' work, was completed in
1984. The latest radiation protection requirements are incorporated in the new
revision, in particular the optimization of protection during transportation to
keep doses as low as reasonably achievable. The regulations are a key factor
in ensuring the safe transport of more than 10 million packages of radioactive
material each year.

A transportation event that received considerable publicity in 1984 was the
sinking of the French freighter Mont Louis, which was carrying 350 tonnes of
uranium hexafluoride. IAEA regulations, which have been incorporated into the
French regulations, cover shipments of this type. All of the material was recovered
intact within six weeks of the sinking. No leakage was detected, but radiation
hazards would have been negligible under any circumstances because of the low
specific activity involved.

Emergency planning and preparedness

An important stage in emergency preparedness was reached in 1984 when
the IAEA, ICRP and the World Health Organization (WHO) completed and
published guidelines establishing 'intervention levels' for measures to protect the
public in the event of an accidental radioactive release from a nuclear facility.
Two doses have been defined: a lower level, below which a given protective
measure is unlikely to be warranted, and an upper level above which measures
should almost certainly be implemented. The guidance should assist national
authorities in setting criteria for introducing suitable protective measures, such
as sheltering, access control and evacuation, which take into account the relevant
specific details of a given accident.

The IAEA developed Guidelines on Reportable Events, Integrated Planning
and Information Exchange in a Transboundary Release of Radioactive Materials
in 1984 to help countries constructing and operating nuclear facilities near national
borders. This is the first in a series of supplements to basic guidelines on mutual
emergency assistance that were issued in 1983.

Radioactive waste management

There are indications that an international consensus is emerging on the
need for coherent guidance on radiation protection for waste disposal, based on
the ICRP dose limitation system. A comprehensive 1984 publication of the
OECD/NEA addressed waste disposal in terms of the three components of the
system. To meet the criterion that future risks caused by decisions taken today
should not be such that they would be judged unacceptable if they were incurred
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now, the study suggested that the risk limit for future potential exposures due to
all man-made sources should correspond to the ICRP recommendation for current
persistent exposure of 1 mSv per year, corresponding to a risk limit of one
additional fatality per year in a population of 100 000.

SECTION IV: OUTLOOK

The maturing process of the nuclear industry will continue in the years ahead.
Emphasis will be on stabilization in design and regulation and enhancement of
operational safety and reliability. The increased use of nuclear energy for purposes
other than electricity production may bring about safety innovations for these
new applications. Continuing efforts in radiation protection will extend under-
standing of the biological effects of radiation and ensure acceptable occupational
and public exposure levels.

Nuclear safety

Several standard plant designs are being developed in various countries. These
should speed up production and reduce costs, should help to alleviate some of the
difficulties in licensing, and should simplify regulatory assessment and inspection
activities. In addition they should facilitate the collection of operational data,
which can be used to yield further improvements in safety. The discussion on
simplified design, smaller unit size and inherently safe systems, prompted by the
increasing complexity of modern nuclear power plants, is continuing but not
gaining momentum.

The utilization of nuclear reactors for purposes other than electricity gener-
ation has progressed and promises further developments. Nuclear-propelled ice-
breakers have demonstrated their safety and reliability over 25 years of operation
in the Arctic Sea. Although they provide a superior means of propulsion under
extreme conditions, nuclear ships are not likely to become economically competitive
for other applications in the near future. After meeting specific safety requirements,
the use of nuclear power for district heating is increasing. Until now such heating
has only been supplied from dual-purpose plants, but construction work has begun
on some plants designed solely for heating purposes.

It is expected that, with only five guides still outstanding, all 60 publications
of the IAEA Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS) programme should be completed
by the end of 1985. Many countries have used the guides as references for codifying
their regulatory requirements, some even adopting them as the basis for their
regulations. The IAEA will continue to provide guidance through additional
manuals, particularly in the areas of design and quality assurance.

The application of probabilistic risk analysis techniques will be extended
because of the insights they afford for identifying the controlling safety parameters

13



and the basis they provide for facilitating cost-effective decisicn-making. These
new techniques may be applied to different energy systems, thus facilitating
comparisons and the development of optimal risk management strategies for safe
energy production.

Radiation protection

The optimal balance between the increased occupational exposure resulting
from efforts further to reduce the probability of accidents occurring and the benefit
of such a reduction of risk to the public has proved difficult to achieve. To date,
the technical difficulties in quantifying the overall detriment and its uncertainties
cannot be overcome, either for workers or for the general public. There are also
more fundamental objections to trading the high level of accident protection
against other factors such as occupational exposure of workers. Nevertheless,
an attempt is being made to address this issue at the interface between nuclear
safety and radiation protection, and this should produce a conceptual approach
to resolving the conflict between competing safety objectives.

In the continuing effort to reduce occupational exposure, robots may offer
a cost-effective alternative for performing inspection and maintenance tasks where
radiation levels, heat and humidity limit human capabilities. Thus, concerted
efforts are under way in many countries to develop industrial robots for utilization
in the nuclear industry. Prototypes have already been used in recovery and clean-
up operations at TMI-2. In view of the significant safety and economic benefits,
robotics should become an integral part of nuclear technology.

Current reviews dealing with radiobiology confirm that there is no immediate
need to change risk estimates for either stochastic or non-stochastic health effects.
New publications of the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) expected in 1986 or 1987 will update data
fundamental to the dose-risk relationship for cancer induction and genetic effects
due to radiation, as well as data on other important considerations such as its
biological effects in utero.

Attention will continue to be focussed on methods for long-term assessment
of the safety of waste repositories and the development of techniques to determine
potential exposures due to rare and unlikely events and their associated health
effects on future generations. In related efforts, discussions will continue on the
necessity for provisions to consider not only exposures incurred at the present
but also those that might be incurred in the future as a result of current practices.

A special committee was established in the USA in 1984 to co-ordinate future
governmental actions concerning radiation protection. A list of the ten priority
issues drawn up included topics such as 'de minimis' radiation levels, the health
effects of radon decay products, the scientific basis for food irradiation and the
effects of non-ionizing radiation. The committee sees the conveying of clear and
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concise information on radiation risks and benefits to the public as one of its major
tasks in addition to its co-ordinating functions.

STATISTICS

Nuclear safety is interrelated with national and global developments in
nuclear power. The following statistical information may offer a useful perspective
on the current status of nuclear power.

Power reactors

At the end of 1984, there were 345 nuclear power units on line, an increase
of 30 over 1983! Installed net nuclear electrical capacity rose by 31.5 GW(e) to
219.7 GW(e), an increase of 17% (see Table I).

Thirty-four new units came on line: six in both France and the USA; four
in both the Federal Republic of Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics; three in both Canada and Japan; two in the United Kingdom; and
one each in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, South Africa, Spain, Switzerland and
Taiwan, China. Four units, one each in Canada (Douglas Point), France
(G3-Marcoule), the Federal Republic of Germany (MZFR) and the USA
(Dresden-1) were permanently shut down, giving the net increase of 30 operating
units world wide.

During 1984 South Africa brought its first nuclear power plant into operation,
increasing to 25 the total number of countries with operating plants. There remain
six countries - China, Cuba, Mexico, the Philippines, Poland and Romania - with
first units still under construction.

There are now six countries for which the share of nuclear generation in total
electricity production exceeds 25%. In France, Belgium, Finland and Sweden the
shares are 58.7%, 50.8%, 41.1% and 40.6% respectively. In Taiwan, China, the
nuclear share amounts to 47.9% (see Table II).

Total operational experience accumulated through 1984 amounted to
3468 reactor-years. This is double the figure for 1978 (see Table III) and the total
should redouble in a further 7 years with the projected increase in the number of
reactor units in operation.

Rese.irch reactors

At the end of 1984, there were 274 research reactors operating in 54 countries
(see Table IV), with reactors in Jamaica, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Malaysia,
Turkey and Viet Nam recently completed. Others in Bangladesh, Ecuador,
Indonesia, Morocco and Syria are at the design or construction stage.

(Text com. on p. 20.)
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TABLE I. NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN OPERATION AND UNDER
CONSTRUCTION, DECEMBER 1984

Country

Argentina
Belgium
Brazil

Bulgaria
Canada

China
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Finland
France

German Dem. Rep.
Germany, Fed. Rep. of
Hungary

India
Italy

Japan
Korea, Rep. of

Mexico
Netherlands
Pakistan

Philippines

Poland

Romania
South Africa
Spain

Sweden

Switzerland
United Kingdom
USA
USSR

Yugoslavia

World total

Units

2
6
1
4

16

3
4

41

5
19
2
5
3

31
3

2
1

1
7

10
5

37
85
46

1

34S

In operation

MW(e) net

935
3 473

626
1632
9 521

1 194
2310

32 993

1 694
16 114

805
1 020
1 273

21 751
1 790

508
125

921
4 690

7 355
2 882
9 564

68 867
22 997

632

219 683

Cumulative
reactor-years

13
57

3
26

136

18
23

297

52
196

2
49
67

254

11

28
13

1
50

88
49

657
871
484

3

3 468

Under construction

Units

1
2

1
2
7

1
1

10

23

6
7

2
5
3

10

6
2

1
2
3
1

3

2

5
34
39

180

MW(e) net

692
2012
1 245
1 906
5 630

300
408

4 394

28 355

3 432
6 881

820
1 100
! 999

9 182
5 622
1 308

620
880

1 980
921

2 807

2 100

3 130
38 242
36 575

163 448

Note: Reactor-years are cumulated from the date of a unit's connection to the grid. The
total includes years of operation for units that have since been permanently shut down.

World total includes Taiwan, China, where there were five units with a total capacity
of 4011 MW(e) in operation and one unit with a total capacity of 907 MW(e) under
construction and where a total of 20 cumulative reactor-years had been gained.

Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS).
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TABLE II. NUCLEAR SHARE OF ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION, 1984

Country

Argentina
Belgium
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada

Czechoslovakia
Finland
France
German Dem. Rep.
Germany, Fed. Rep. of

Hungary
India
Italy
Japan
Korea, Rep. of

Netherlands
Pakistan
South Africa
Spain
Sweden

Switzerland
United Kingdom
USA
USSR
Yugoslavia

Population
(millions)

29.6
9.85

129.0
9.10

24.9

15.4
4.85

54.3
16.7
61.5

10.7
685.0

56.7
118.0
40.0

14.4
89.7
30.0
37.9

8.33

6.38
56.3

232.0
271.0

22.2

(1983)
(1983)
(1983)
(1982)
(1983)

(J983)
(1983)
(1982)

(1983)

(1983)
(1981)
(1982)
(1982)
(1983)

(1983)
(1983)

(1982)
(1983)

(1982)
(1982)
(1982)
(1983)
(1983)

Electricity production

Total
(TW-h)

(38.2)
52

(167)
44.6

425.0

78.3
43.3

310.0
(92)
373.0

25.9
154.0
174.0
551.0
(52)

60.4
18.8

(105)
114.0
120.0

47.7
264.0

2410.0
(1 460)

60.0

Per capita
(kW-h)

(1 300)
5 280

(1 300)
4 900

17 100

5 080
8 930
5 710

(5 500)
6 080

2 420
225

3 070
4 650

(1 300)

4 210
209

(3 500)
3 010

14 400

7 460
4 690

10 400
(5 400)
2 700

Nuclear share
(%)

(11)
50.8
(1)
28.6
11.6

8.5
41.1
58.7

(12)
23.2

13.5
2.6
3.8

22.9
(21)

5.8
1.6

(3.7)
19.3
40.6

36.5
17.3
13.5
(9)
7.0

Note: In addition, Taiwan, China, with a population of 19 million in 1984, had a total
electricity production of 49.3 TW • h and a per capita electricity production of
2723 kW-h, rendering a nuclear share in the electricity production of 47.9%.

Figures in parentheses are IAEA estimates.

Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS).
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TABLE III. POWER REACTOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE, DECEMBER 1984

Y Operating Cumulative
units reactor-years

1954 1 1

1955 1 2

1956 2 3

1957 3 6

1958 5 9

1959 11 18

1960 16 31

1961 18 48

1962 29 69

1963 34 101
1964 41 138

1965 49 184

1966 58 238

1967 67 299

1968 73 369

1969 84 445

1970 90 530

1971 105 626

1972 123 738

1973 139 863

1974 162 1101

1975 176 1181

1976 195 1385

1977 213 1568

1978 232 1788

1979 240 2024

1980 256 2270

1981 278 2537

1982 293 2838

1983 315 3141

1984 345 3468

Note: Reactor-years are cumulated from the date of a unit's connection to the grid. The
total includes years of operation for units that have since been permanently shut down.

Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS).
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TABLE IV. RESEARCH REACTORS IN OPERATION, DECEMBER 1984

Country

Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil

Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia

Czechoslovakia
Dem. People's Rep. of Korea
Denmark
Egypt
Finland

France
German Dem. Rep.
Germany, Fed. Rep. of
Greece
Hungary

India
Indonesia
Iran, Islamic Rep. of
Iraq
Israel

Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Korea, Rep. of
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

Number

5
2
3
5
3

1
12

2
6
1

3
1
2
1
1

11

5
21

1
3

2
2
1
2
1

7
1

13
3
1

Country

Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
Pakistan

Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania

South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand

Turkey
United Kingdom
Uruguay
USA
USSR

Venezuela
Viet Nam
Yugoslavia
Zaire

TOTAL

Number

1
2
3
2
1

1
1
2
1
3

1
3
2
5
1

2
15

1
83
17

1
1
2
1

274

Source: IAEA Research Reactor Information System.
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TABLE V. RESEARCH REACTOR OPERATING EXPERIENCE,
DECEMBER 1984

Year

1947
1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957
1958

1959

1960

1961
1962

1963

1964

Operating
units

2
3
3

4
5
6
6
6

7
8
12
33
45

65
83
109
125
134

Cumulative
reactor-years

2
5
8

12
17
23
29
35

42
50
62
95
140

205
288
397
522
656

Year

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

Operating
units

146
163
174
191
196

201
207
213
219
221

229
234
238
246
251

253
254
257
259
261

Cumulative
reactor-years

802
965
1139
1330
1526

1727
1934
2147
2366
2587

2816
3050
3288
3534
3785

4038
4292
4549
4808
5069

Note: Units are considered to be operating from the date of their criticality. Only
261 reactors have been included, since criticality dates for 13 other reactors are
not known.

Source: IAEA Research Reactor Information System.

About 75% of these research reactors, some of which have power levels as
high as 250 MW(th), were built before 1970, and the majority have been in opera-
tion for 15 to 30 years. Over 5000 research reactor-years of experience have been
accumulated since the first research reactor commenced operation in 1946 (see
Table V).

Most research reactors are still fully utilized for radioisotope production
and research work, and they continue to constitute a valuable training tool.
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Section I

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

HIGH LEVEL EXCHANGES

Nuclear Safety Colloquium

During the IAEA's 1984 General Conference, 30 senior nuclear safety
officials representing 23 Member States including China, the newest member,
met for an informal exchange of views and to strengthen personal contacts
(see Fig.7).

The meeting, the first of its kind, concentrated on major regulatory issues,
covering topics such as: source terms associated with severe accidents; station
blackout; the simultaneous loss of both on-site and off-site electrical power
supplies; standardization of reactor designs; backfitting requirements; nuclear
plants for district heating; exchange of information on operating experience and
safety-related events; and the inevitable question of 'how safe is safe enough'.
The general consensus was that the safety of nuclear plants was currently at a
level that warranted no fundamental changes in approach or design, and that
valuable gains in safety in the future could be expected to result from further
operating experience and from well-defined research and development programmes.
In response to positive comments, the meetings will be repeated at the 1985
General Conference.

International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG), proposed by
the Director General at the 1982 IAEA General Conference, was established in
1984. Thirteen nuclear safety experts from regulatory, research and industry
sectors of developed and developing countries were invited to serve as members
of INSAG for a period of three years. The invited members are W. Lepecki
(Brazil), D.A. Meneley (Canada), C. Dai (China), A.P. Vuorinen (Finland),
D. Tanguy (France), A. Birkhofer (Federal Republic of Germany), H. Rabold
(German Democratic Republic), N. Veeraraghavan (India), M. Nozawa (Japan),
K.T. Chung (Republic of Korea), B. Edmondson (United Kingdom), H.J.C. Kouts
(USA) and E.P. Ryazantsev (USSR). The composition of INSAG, representing
the major sectors of the nuclear community as well as its global make-up, should
enable it to play an important role in identifying and helping in the resolution
of current and evolving safety issues.

INSAG will neither formulate safety standards nor carry out any regulatory
activities. The group's main function will be to advise the Director General on
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FIG. 7. The Nuclear Safety Colloquium during the 1984 IAEA General Conference. First row,
from the left: M. Copie (Yugoslavia), E. Kulov (USSR), R. Hauber andj. Palkdino (USA),
R. Anthony (United Kingdom), N. Aras and M.N. Aybers (Turkey), C. Zangger (Switzerland),
D.F. PascualMartinez (Spain), A. Zmylowskiand W. Dabek (Poland) andR. Bello (Mexico).

the best ways to advance nuclear safety through the preparation of position
papers on significant current topics. The first meeting was held in March 1985
to formulate a programme for the examination of a number of selected safety
issues of international concern.

IAEA SAFETY INITIATIVES

Operational Safety Review Teams

In recognition of an increasing emphasis on operational safety, the
Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) programme was initiated in 1983 to
assist regulatory authorities in the review of operating nuclear power plants. The
programme provides a unique opportunity for Member States to benefit from
outside expertise and experience. Three OSART missions, to the Republic of
Korea, Yugoslavia and the Philippines, were completed by the end of 1984 and
further OSART reviews are expected in 1985, to include Pakistan, the Philippines,
Brazil and Mexico.
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An OSART mission is composed of about ten experts, including IAEA staff
to cover subject areas common to all reactor types and consultants to cover those
areas that are reactor specific. Experts from developing countries have frequently
been included, as in the first OSART mission to the Philippines, which included
experts from Brazil, the Republic of Korea and Yugoslavia, all countries operating
similar two-loop pressurized water reactors (PWRs). The reviews, which take up
to three weeks, contribute by providing an international frame of reference and
the possibility of direct exchange of experience between OSART members and
regulatory and operating personnel. They also provide the IAEA with valuable
insights for updating its regular and technical assistance programmes.

The benefits of independent advice on operational safety issues are self-
evident, and plans are under way to extend the service to include countries with
mature nuclear programmes. Although operating nuclear power plants are the
current focus of the OSART programme, there is growing interest in evaluations
of plants in an advanced stage of construction or those ready for startup.

Radiation Protection Advisory Teams

In response to the number of significant radiation incidents and in order to
promote adequate radiation protection in Member States, the Director General
announced at the 1984 IAEA General Conference the establishment of a Radiation
Protection Advisory Team (RAPAT) programme to assess needs and to design
technical assistance strategies for advancing adequate radiation protection
standards. The review covers all activities involving ionizing radiation, such as
the nuclear fuel cycle and the use of radioactive sources in industry, medicine
and agriculture.

In 1984, RAPATs comprising high level experts, including members of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), together with IAEA
staff, visited China and Iraq. More than ten other countries have already indicated
their interest in RAPAT missions in 1985.

Research reactor missions

In addition to power reactor safety, the IAEA assumes a vigorous role in
research reactor safety, in particular in developing countries, which experience
difficulties in obtaining safety evaluations owing to a lack of domestic experts
and the high cost of commercial consultants. For the 24 research reactors in
20 Member States set up with the IAEA's assistance, missions are periodically
undertaken by teams of experts in nuclear safety and radiation protection who
provide assistance in meeting IAEA safety standards. The safety reviews are
available to all Member States operating research reactors and, thus far,
32 research reactors in 26 countries have been reviewed.
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In 1984 the IAEA published a Code of Practice on the Safe Operation of
Research Reactors and Critical Assemblies; this revision of the 1971 edition
incorporates developments in the fields of quality assurance, radiation protection,
emergency planning and physical security. A Safety and Licensing Issues Guide-
book for Research Reactor Core Conversion to Low-Enriched Fuel is in pre-
paration. The main text deals with topics to be included in an amended safety
analysis report. Appendices cover advanced methods of accident and radiological
consequence analysis, engineering safety features for coping with loss-of-coolant
accidents, core physics calculations, startup experiments, technical specifications
and fuel element storage and transportation.

Incident Reporting Systems

With the rapidly increasing total of cumulative reactor-years (see Table III),
the feedback of experience is becoming a valuable means of enhancing safety
and reliability. Systematic reporting and evaluation of safety-related events can
enable necessary plant modifications to be identified and improved plant
procedures to be developed. To facilitate the exchange of experience, both the
Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA) and the IAEA have established
Incident Reporting Systems (1RS) to collect and examine details of events sub-
mitted by national organizations. National co-ordinators screen accounts of all
events, passing on the most significant.

In the early stages, the international incident reporting schemes encountered
wide variations in style and content, with some co-ordinators reporting virtually
all incidents and others none. The reporting criteria and report format for both
systems have now been standardized to facilitate exchanges between the
OECD/NEA and the IAEA systems. Currently, most reports from OECD/NEA
countries are channelled through the NEA-IRS to the IAEA-IRS. The submission
of about 150 significant reports annually from the 345 power reactors operating
world wide would make optimal use of the 1RS at the present.

The IAEA and NEA are cosponsoring annual meetings in which reports
on over 90 incidents have already been presented. Some of the more significant
safety-related events of 1984 are discussed in Section II of this Review.
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Section II

NUCLEAR SAFETY: CURRENT STATUS

POLICY AND LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS

Public debate

The Sizewell inquiry

The public inquiry into the proposal to build a pressurized water reactor
(PWR) at Sizewell in the UK should end in 1985, having already established a
record as the longest running inquiry into the need, economics and safety of
nuclear power. Opening in January 1983, the inquiry spent almost all of 1984
on safety and environmental issues. Topics covered included radiation risks,
public acceptance of risk, the probability and consequences of reactor accidents,
reactor core degradation, spent fuel transportation and emergency planning.
Local authorities were particularly concerned about protection against external
hazards such as aircraft crashes, and about potential earthquakes and tremors.

The documentary evidence, amounting to about 55 tonnes of paper
supplemented by the verbatim transcript of the daily proceedings, is impressive.
It represents by far the most comprehensive public examination into the safety
ofPWRs.

Swiss referendum

Swiss voters rejected two antinuclear initiatives in a referendum in September
1984 by majorities of 55% and 54% respectively. The first initiative called for
a future without nuclear power to be achieved by prohibiting the construction
of any new nuclear power plants or the replacement of existing ones, forbidding
the operation of facilities for production, enrichment and reprocessing of nuclear
fuel and restricting radwaste disposal to waste originating from Swiss installations.
The second initiative called for a new energy policy based on conservation,
utilizing indigenous, renewable resources and promoting decentralized production
in small units. Of the 26 Swiss cantons, only seven supported a future without
nuclear power, including Basle City and Rural Basle, which have fought for years
against the construction of the Kaiseraugst nuclear power plant in the neigh-
bouring canton of Aargau. Interestingly, Aargau rejected the initiative although
three of the Swiss nuclear power plants are in this canton.

US ballot initiatives

Since public concern has shifted to economic issues and radwaste disposal,
nuclear safety was not the principal issue in the three initiatives in the USA in
1984 to block nuclear power.
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In what could have been the most prohibitive of the three initiatives,
Missouri voters had to decide on nuclear plants at Callaway and Wolf Creek.
Even after completion of the plants, the utilities would have been prevented from
including their construction costs in their electricity rates until they had
demonstrated that an acceptable means of high-level waste disposal existed. If
the voters had not rejected the proposal, it would have been necessary to hold
hearings on the adequacy of the federal waste disposal programme.

South Dakota passed an initiative on low-level waste allowing the electorate
to determine whether the state should join in agreements to build a low-level
waste repository. Oregon recently approved a measure precluding low-level waste
storage or disposal in areas subject to water erosion, earthquakes, landslides or
other natural phenomena.

Netherlands inquiry

The Dutch Commission of Inquiry presented conclusions generally unfavourable
to increased use of nuclear energy in its final report in 1984. The report, based on
more than two years of public discussions, contains an evaluation of approximately
40 000 questionnaires completed by participants in more than 3000 public
meetings. Of the four alternatives, most public support went to those calling
for a reduction in the use of coal and natural gas and their substitution by such
renewable resources as solar and wind power. In a referendum, 13% of the popula-
tion voted for building more nuclear power plants, 50% for limiting the utilization of
nuclear power to the two plants already operating, and 37% for closing down
these two plants.

The conclusions of the report are not binding on the government, which must
take into account the positions of the political parties. In fact, within its new
energy programme, the Dutch Government decided in January 1985 to construct
two more nuclear power plants of 900 MW(e) to 1300 MW(e) by 1995.

New legislation

Several Member States introduced new laws or modified existing legislation
governing nuclear safety and radiation protection. New primary legislation
typically established the basis for nuclear energy use and specified safety criteria.
Some of the modifications clarified legislation and harmonized requirements,
while others eased some of the more stringent regulations but required additional
detailed information. The type and scope of nuclear legislation are illustrated in
the laws and decrees passed in Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic,
Sweden and Malaysia.
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Czechoslovakia: Act on the State Supervision of Nuclear Safety

The legal basis for the regulatory activities of the Czechoslovak Atomic
Energy Commission (CzAEC) was broadened in March 1984, when the Federal
Assembly of Czechoslovakia passed an Act on the State Supervision of Nuclear
Safety in Nuclear Installations. The Act is significant since it clarifies existing
legislation and harmonizes requirements. Most importantly, it specifically
addresses inspection and enforcement activities. The CzAEC is now responsible
for the overall State supervision of nuclear installations, including their siting,
and for providing safety inspections. However, boiler and pressure vessel safety
is still supervised by the State technology authorities and radiation protection by
the health authorities.

Reactor components are now mainly manufactured in Czechoslovakia, but
the design bases are not re-examined since Soviet authorities have assessed and
approved the basic design. The CzAEC thus concentrates on the construction
and operation of nuclear installations. Inspections cover systems and components
important to safety, the conduct of plant operation and the competence and
performance of the operating personnel. If circumstances require, the inspectors
have the authority to restrict operations, including power reduction or shutdown
of the plant, and to impose fines on the operating organization or individuals.

German Democratic Republic: a new Atomic Energy Act

A new Atomic Energy Act went into effect in the German Democratic
Republic in 1984. It is particularly noteworthy that the liability provisions are
more extensive than in most comparable legislation. The owners of a nuclear
installation are now exclusively liable. However, if the responsibility for paying
compensation for nuclear damage cannot be determined or enforced, compensation
will be provided by the State Board of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection,
the central regulatory body for ensuring safety.

Sweden: Nuclear Technical Activities Act, 1984

A new Act on Nuclear Technical Activities came into force in Sweden in 1984,
easing some of the more stringent regulations but also requiring more safety
information. The resolution of the Swedish Parliament, adopted after the
plebiscite of 1980, to limit the number of nuclear power plants for electricity
generation to 12 up to the year 2010, was not incorporated.

An essential item of the new legislation is an amendment to the requirement
to demonstrate satisfactory arrangements for 'entirely safe' waste disposal as a
prerequisite for fuel loading. It now only has to be shown that an acceptable
method for the handling and disposal of spent fuel is available. Conclusion of
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reprocessing contracts before fuel loading is no longer required. The obligations
under the Act have been extended to cover all nuclear activities including research
reactors.

Owners of nuclear installations must now provide the local safety committees
set up for each nuclear power plant with more information on nuclear safety and
radiation protection matters, including emergency plans. Similar committees
must be established at waste handling and disposal sites.

Malaysia: the A tomic Energy Licensing Act, 1984

Malaysia has adopted the Atomic Energy Licensing Act of 1984, which was
developed with the support of the IAEA and provides for the establishment of
an Atomic Energy Licensing Board, licensing procedures, conditions for revoking
or renewing licences, radiation protection requirements and the disposal of
radioactive waste. The liability provisions, following the Vienna Convention on
Third Party Liability, state that the owner of a nuclear installation is liable to pay
compensation of up to 50 million Ringgit for a single nuclear incident,
corresponding to approximately US $22 million (1984).

Third party liability and insurance

Some progress was made during 1984 to reconcile national attitudes towards
accident liability and insurance issues. In September 1984, the IAEA and the
OECD/NEA jointly held a symposium in Munich, Federal Republic of Germany,
on the status and prospects of third party liability and insurance for nuclear
installations. The major emphasis was on the desirability of putting into force a
set of protocols established in 1982, which amended earlier Paris and Brussels
Conventions of 1960. The major amendments are:

• the adoption of the Special Drawing Rights (SDR)1 of the International
Monetary Fund as the unit of account for compensation with regard to both
conventions;

• the establishment of higher limits for state intervention to meet compensa-
tion claims (175 million SDR) and for aggregate compensation payable to
third parties under the Brussels Convention (300 million SDR).
Greater harmonization of national legislation was considered an important

factor contributing to the credibility of the nuclear liability regime. The Vienna
Convention of 1963 was viewed as providing a flexible framework for regulating
nuclear liability matters world wide. This is reflected in the adoption of its
principles and rules by various developing countries embarking on nuclear power
programmes.

1 1 SDR is approximately one US dollar.
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In the Federal Republic of Germany, proposals have been made to amend
applicable national legislation and to introduce unlimited liability combined
with an overall limited financial security required from operators of nuclear
installations.

In the USA, the introduction of a generally unlimited liability regime is
being proposed. However, the annual contributions of the utilities involved
would remain limited. In order to cover compensation claims, $585 million is
currently available from the industry and this will increase by $5 million for
each additional power reactor put into operation. A total of Sfr 1000 million
is available in Switzerland, DM 1000 million in the Federal Republic of Germany,
Hfl 1000 million in the Netherlands and SDR 300 million in the United Kingdom.

Another issue discussed was the time period for which radioactive waste
repositories should be subject to liability. Within the OECD/NEA framework, it
has been recommended that nuclear liability be applicable to radwaste repositories
as long as they are open to accept waste.

SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL EVENTS

There were a number of significant operational events at nuclear power
plants around the world in 1984. However, despite their significance for safety,
none had any consequences for public health and safety.

Station blackout

In July 1984, the Susquehanna Unit 2 BWR in the USA, while operating
at 30% power, lost all alternating current (AC) power, including emergency
backup power to the safety systems from diesel generators.

Ironically, this 'station blackout' occurred during tests to verify the
functioning of plant emergency power systems by subjecting the unit to an
actual loss of off-site power. Backup power supplies from Unit 1 were isolated,
as were the off-site power supplies to Unit 2, and the Unit 2 generator output
breakers were disconnected. However, the four emergency diesel generators did
not start as expected, owing to a simultaneous lack of direct current (DC) power
to their startup logic circuitry. All AC power to the Unit 2 reactor was sub-
sequently lost, along with necessary emergency cooling systems for the removal
of decay heat. In addition, no off-site power could be obtained through the
startup transformer. Power was eventually restored manually to the emergency
buses within 11 minutes.

The event was attributed to operator error, inadequate training and ambiguity
in the labelling of the breakers involved. The operator and supervisor sent to
isolate the four Unit 1 power supplies to Unit 2 mistakenly opened the wrong
power knife-switch at each of the four emergency buses.
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Station blackouts also occurred at the Fort St. Vrain and Palisades plants
in the USA, although both were shut down at the time. There were a number of
other instances world wide where all AC power except that from emergency diesel
generators was lost.

To enhance protection against station blackouts, the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) is currently developing a specific rule requiring plants to be
able to withstand station blackout for a specified period of time. New regulatory
guides will suggest procedures and training relevant to blackouts, electrical
equipment outages and diesel reliability.

France has already adopted measures to cope with the problem:

• the provision of a steam-driven turbine (two turbines on the larger 1300MW(e)
units) for supplying auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators;

• the provision of an additional steam turbine for supplying seal injection water
to the reactor coolant pumps;

• the provision of a gas turbine with the capability of supplying one of the two
emergency AC buses.

The last two features, first tested in 1984, are intended to provide protection
against extended station blackouts.

In its continuing response to current safety issues, the IAEA in October 1984
finalized a report on the Safety Aspects of Station Blackout at Nuclear Plants.
It addressed the need to reduce the likelihood of off-site power system failures,
to explore available alternate sources of back-up power, to implement a reliability
programme for emergency AC power systems, and to develop procedures and train
personnel.

Failure of refuelling cavity water seal

In August 1984, a refuelling cavity seal failed at the Haddam Neck PWR in
the USA. The accident occurred after the reactor cavity had been filled in
preparation for the removal of spent fuel. The inflatable seal closing the annulus
between the reactor pressure vessel and the refuelling cavity failed, causing about
700 cubic metres of borated water to drain into the containment sump within
20 minutes. The only consequence was damage to equipment and structures in
the lower levels of the containment due to water exposure.

The incident was significant, however, in terms of what could have happened.
If the transfer canal to the spent fuel storage area had been open with fuel transfer
occurring at the time, the top portion of all fuel elements in the spent fuel
storage pool and as many as four spent fuel elements in the reactor cavity could
have been uncovered, resulting in fuel overheating and fuel failures. In addition,
the loss of water reduced the radiation shielding for the spent fuel and could
have precluded certain recovery actions.

Similar problems had been experienced as early as 1974 at an Indian BWR
and more recently at the French Tricastin plant in 1981. In both cases, a major
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drop in the water level in the spent fuel storage pool could have hindered the
cooling of spent fuel and raised radiation levels in the building sufficiently to
prevent access. Remedies include more frequent inspections and advanced types
of seals.

Loss of ultimate heat sink

The PWR plant at Borssele in the Netherlands experienced a temporary
loss of the ultimate heat sink in 1984. Very low spring tides and shoaling in the
intake channel for cooling water caused the intake water levels for the circulating
water system and the service water system to drop, producing a subsequent loss
in suction to the pumps. The plant was then shut down and decay heat was
removed via the steam generator relief valves. When the relief valve on the first
failed to open, the plant was cooled down utilizing the second steam generator.
Subsequent investigation showed that the safety valves on both steam generators
had also failed to open, although the pressure had exceeded their set-point.

Another PWR plant, St. Lucie in the USA, also experienced problems
with the loss of its ultimate heat sink. Unusual environmental conditions,
including very calm weather and a stable sea, resulted in an unusually high number
of very large jellyfish clogging the cooling water intake screens. The clogging
problem made it necessary, at first, to reduce power on the operating reactor and
subsequently to go to hot standby when the screens were damaged. To reduce
the potential damage in the future from this kind of occurrence, the plant has
modified the intake screens and has taken steps to improve the efficiency of the
screen cleaning system. The US NRC is currently reviewing proposed requirements
for improving the reliability of open-cycle service water systems.

Loss of containment integrity

Several instances were reported in 1984 of degraded containment integrity
at French 900 MW(e) PWRs. There were no detrimental consequences to the
environment, but these events drew renewed attention to the problems created
by the numerous penetrations of containment buildings. The complicated
automatic control of personnel air locks, which caused various human enors and
technical failures, is of particular concern.

Actions to prevent recurrence include periodic testing of the containment
building leak rate, annual leak testing at penetration points, continuous leak
testing by monitoring increases in the containment pressure and more restrictive
limits on acceptable containment leak rates.

Steam binding of emergency feedwater pumps

Operating experience from PWR plants in the USA and Yugoslavia has shown
that, in more than 22 instances over the last few years, an emergency auxiliary
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feedwater (AFW) pump may have been rendered inoperable by steam binding,
a condition where the net positive suction head of the pump is lost owing to
steam in the pump casing. The steam binding may have resulted from back-
leakage of hot main feedwater into the low pressure AFW system, where it
flashed to steam. Back-leakage has been seen to occur with both check valves
and motor-operated valves, about 60 of which failed in such events.

These events have serious implications, since back-leakage is a potential
common cause failure mechanism for the AFW system, the pumps generally
being connected by common piping with only a single check valve to prevent
back-leakage of hot water to a second or third pump. In an incident at the US
Surry 1 PWR, the simultaneous steam binding of a pump in each train of the AFW
system rendered the entire safety system inoperable.

Reactor coolant pump failure

According to reports received in 1984, the Nikolaev 1 nuclear power plant
in the USSR was operating at reduced power on 19 April (750 MW(e)) when the
main circulation pump of loop number 2 suffered internal damage, causing
abrasion products to be carried into the reactor pressure vessel.

When the pump was disassembled it was discovered that the fastening bolt
for the impeller cowling had been fractured by fatigue owing to two-sided
bending. It was hypothesized that after the failure of the fastening bolt, the
cowling was pushed down by the water flow to the impeller blades, disturbing
the balance of the impeller and leading to progressive abrasion of the lower guide
bearing and pump seals.

Calculations indicated that 30 kg of metallic abrasion products, together
with some 8 kg of fibrous bushing material, were entrained in the reactor coolant
circuit. The abrasion products were deposited on the vessel bottom and on the
first spacing grid of the reactor core, thus reducing coolant flow through the
individual fuel assemblies and leading to an increase in the outlet temperature.
The pump failure could have led to substantial deposits in the reactor core, to
a deterioration in the removal of heat from the fuel elements, and, with operator
error, to fuel cladding failure.

In order to reduce the probability of such events, modifications were made
to the cowling and to the fastening systems of the lower guide bearing, a standby
cooling water system was provided for the lower guide bearing, a pump trip was
introduced initiated by a high temperature of the cooling water in the lower
bearing, and the main circulation pumps were equipped with vibration monitoring
equipment.

Three Mile Island Unit 2 update

Clean-up work continued in 1984 on the damaged Three Mile Island Unit 2.
From July 1983 to June 1984, workers entered the containment building
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167 times to test the polar crane, to take samples of core debris, to release the
tension in the head closure studs of the reactor vessel and to probe inside the
reactor vessel. In July 1984 the vessel head was removed and placed in shielded
storage. Radiation detectors placed on either side of the head indicated radiation
levels of 35 mSv/h (3.5 rem/h), about one-tenth of the expected values. Funding
for the clean-up operation in 1984 amounted to approximately US $95 million
out of a total of US $440 million spent since the 1979 accident. The next step
in the operation is the removal of the upper plenum of the reactor, which houses
the control rod guide tubes, some time in 1985.

Tests performed on TMI-2 core samples are yielding new evidence of the
way in which severe accidents progress. Present computer codes underestimated
the actual extent of core damage. The upper 1.20 m to 1.80 m of the 3.6 m rods
were missing, and investigators now suppose that the core water level may have
fallen to the bottom 0.30 m of the active fuel region. Core temperatures during
the accident were at least 1930°C, the point at which the Zircaloy cladding melts.
There was evidence of peak temperatures as high as 2650°C, close to the melting
point of the fuel (2820°C), from one of seven debris samples. Uranium was found
dissolved in molten zirconium, although molten uranium itself was not detected.
The extensive destruction of the TMI-2 core may have been caused by mechanical
forces and not by melting.

OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

Equipment problems

Steam generator problems

Tube degradation in steam generators continues to plague PWR plants in
several countries. In 1984, tubes continued to degrade much faster than expected
and corrosive attack was found on both sides of the tube walls.

Quantitative data on the distribution of defects in steam generators was
obtained world wide in 1982 from PWRs and pressurized heavy water reactors
(see Table VI). Most corrosion defects occur in regions of flow starvation such
as the tube-to-tubesheet crevice or in the sludge above the tubesheet. Now that
denting is under better control, the number of defects at tube support plates has
declined. Almost one-quarter of the tube defects occurred at the U-bend, either
from primary side intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) or flow-induced
fretting. Units that had changed from phosphate to all-volatile treatment (AVT)
continued to show an incidence of secondary side corrosion due to residual
phosphate or its reaction products that was remarkably higher than for those
units using AVT from the commencement of operation.
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TABLE VI. CAUSES OF STEAM GENERATOR TUBE DEFECTS, 1982

Cause

Primary side IGSCC

Secondary side IGSCC

Pitting

Phosphate wastage

Denting

Fretting

Mechanical damage

Undetermined

Other

Reactor

10

14

1

8

4

7

8

15

11

Tube
Number

1755

331

376

154

46

119

84

141

168

defects
Percentage

54.5

10.3

11.7

4.8

1.4

3.7

2.6

4.4

5.2

Tube ruptures in steam generators contribute little to the risk of severe accidents;
however, they do provide a release pathway and can necessitate maintenance work
in high radiation fields. A technical plan devised by the US NRC recommends
reducing steam generator degradation by:

preventing and detecting loose parts;
full-length in-service inspection;
stringent secondary water chemistry control;
condenser in-service inspection;
restrictive primary-to-secondary leakage limits.

A steam generator at the Fessenheim Unit 1 in France has experienced an
increasing number of tube leaks since November J980 and 84 have already been
plugged. IGSCC is restricted to tubes in the sludge deposit zone, and a replacement
programme for steam generators will be considered if corrosion begins to extend
beyond the sludge zone. Electricité de France has already ordered five spare steam
generators: two for its 900 MW(e) class reactors and three for the 1300 MW(e) series.
Preliminary estimates suggest that on average not more than three momns would
be required for steam generator replacement.

Steam generators have been replaced at six US nuclear power plants (Surry 1
and 2, Turkey Point 3 and 4, Point Beach and Robinson) and at the Obrigheim
plant in the Federal Republic of Germany. Replacement plans are currently
under way at several other US and European plants.
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BWR pipe cracking

Cracking of large diameter pipes in BWR plants continues to be a major
problem. IGSCC has been experienced in BWR plants since 1974 and in earlier cases
it was limited to small diameter piping. Cracking has now been observed in dis-
charge risers, endcap-to-manifold and manifold-to-swepolet joints of type 304
stainless steel and other large diameter pipes of type 316 and 304 stainless steel.
Although there have been more than 500 occurrences of pipe cracking, there
has never been a pipe severance, and the 'leak before break' concept is still
accepted by regulatory authorities.

In Japan, authorities are working on defining a crack depth, possibly one-third
of wall thickness, that would lead to repair or replacement. In the USA, the Task
Force on Pipe Cracking recommended induction heat stress treatment, use of low
carbon 304 and 316 stainless steel piping, and water chemistry control by the
addition of hydrogen to reduce pipe cracking. In Sweden, the hydrogénation of the
reactor coolant is considered a solution since it changes the water environment
around all components rather than just the pipes.

Costs and exposures for inspection and repair depend strongly on the specific
plant conditions. Exposures of 0.005 man • Sv (0.5 man • rem) and costs of US $ 2000
for each weld inspected were not unusual. A full replacement of susceptible
piping might involve exposures of up to 10 man-Sv (1000 man-rem) and cost
US $50 million.

Water hammer

Water hammer resulting in high pressure pulses is generally caused by the
collapse of steam pockets in voided lines, water slugs from steam condensation
and unintentional valve closure. At nuclear power plants, damage has generally
been limited to piping support structures. Design deficiencies that have been
identified have been corrected through the use of 'J-tubes' in the steam generators
of PWRs and 'keep-full' systems in BWRs. However, experience has indicated that
operator error also contributes significantly, and appropriate operator training
is necessary.

Pump seal integrity

The US NRC is considering elevating the problem of the integrity of coolant
pump seals at PWRs to 'unresolved safety issue' status. The problem concerns
the reliability of some seal designs to heat buildup should the component cooling/
injection water supply fail. There is also uncertainty about seal durability in
certain severe accident conditions, such as in a station blackout. If considerable
leakage past the coolant pump seals occurs under these circumstances, it would
become impossible to maintain a sufficient water level in the reactor coolant
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circuit. Consequently, such pump seal failure would increase the frequency of
small loss-of-coolant accidents and thereby the overall risk at a nuclear power
plant. Tests performed with a mock-up of O-rings and channel seals to show their
reliability in accident conditions were inconclusive, and additional intermediate
and full-scale tests are under consideration for seal qualification.

Two incidents of seal failure in reactor coolant pumps have been reported
at French nuclear power plants. The failures allowed coolant to leak into the
Containment sump at a rate of about 10 m3 /h for several hours. In these events,
the first stage seal failed while the pump was still running, causing the high pressure
leakage to increase. The hot reactor coolant water flowing past the downstream
seals led to their excessive heating up and eventual destruction. In order to cope
with such failures in the future, automatic protection logic and operating proce-
dures have been modified to ensure (1 ) pump shutdown and (2) isolation of the
leakage return line.

The principal designs of first stage and second stage seals do not differ
significantly between the various pump manufacturers. Major differences, however,
exist in third stage or back-up seals. Some are designed as stand-still seals to close
automatically at pump shutdown for sealing against the full reactor coolant
pressure without requiring continued cooling. Others may fail after a relatively
short period owing to overheating when the upstream seals have failed. To prevent
this, maintenance of the second stage seal function is essential. The modifications
introduced at French nuclear power plants have served that purpose.

Reduction of unplanned shutdowns

There has been increasing concern about the costs and safety implications
of unplanned shutdowns of nuclear power plants. BWRs have slightly fewer
scrams on average than PWRs, with no single initiator predominating. At PWRs,
a large number of trips are caused by feedwater problems, while turbine trips, loss
of electrical buses and problems with reactor coolant pumps are also major
contributors. The latter are not safety grade systems and may receive less attention,
although experience indicates that the root cause of what at first sight looks like
equipment failure is often personnel error.

Efforts to control the number of unplanned shutdowns proved successful
at Japanese utilities and have assisted in raising their availability considerably.
For Japanese utilities the scram frequencies have been low for several years, with
the national average holding at about 0.5 scrams per reactor per year. The most
notable is the Hamaoka-1 BWR, which has experienced no scrams since the
commencement of commercial operation in November 1978. Other plants with
excellent records are Shimane, which has had just one scram ( in 1976) since it
began operation in 1974, and Fukushima 1-4, with no scrams during the last
three years of operation. Human error in the course of maintenance and
surveillance testing was identified as the predominant cause of the differences
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in performance between Japanese and other utilities. Extensive preventive main-
tenance during shutdown effectively minimizes the amount of maintenance when
the plant is in operation. Testing also appears to be preceded by a thorough review
of the potential adverse impact on the plant.

An analysis of scram frequency at Swedish BWRs and PWRs revealed decreasing
trends for each new generation of plants put into operation. This is interpreted to
be the result of improved design and operating competence, efficient feedback of
operating experience and full-scale simulator training since 1976.

Human factor issues

Qualifications of operators

In accordance with recommendations of the Kemeny Commission report on
the TMI-2 accident to establish accredited training institutions for operators and
supervisors, the US-based Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) has been
setting up a programme to accredit utility training programmes for managerial
and technical staff, including operators, technicians and maintenance personnel.
The accreditation process involves a self-evaluation, then evaluation by the INPO
team and, finally, an appraisal by a five-member accrediting board. Accreditation
is normally in effect for four years, with the utility submitting an interim report
after two years.

The position of the Shift Technical Advisor (STA) continued to be disputed
throughout 1984. Recent research involving simulator testing with three-person
teams at a PWR gave STAs higher marks than similar research in 1983 with two-
person teams at a BWR. The STAs had also trained with the operating shifts
before the experiment for the more taxing events. A new proposal calls for the ~
replacement of STAs by senior managers, who would hold a senior operator j
licence and an engineering degree, combining both formal education and operating (

experience for safe plant operations. They would be the primary authority on
shift and would be responsible for managerial direction of all plant functions,
including chemistry, health physics, maintenance, operations, security and technical
support.

Reactor simulator developments

There is an increasing trend toward plant-specific simulators for training
purposes. In Czechoslovakia, the training centre of the Nuclear Power Research
Institute utilizes a domestically produced WWER 440 simulator. It is the most
advanced simulator in the Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA), allowing simulation of normal operations, anticipated
occurrences and accident conditions. It will be available for training operating
personnel from countries with WWER 40 reactors.
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What could be the world's most complex nuclear power plant simulator has
been put into operation at the simulator training centre for the Hunterston-B
advanced gas-cooled reactors (AGR) in the United Kingdom. It uses 52 micro-
computers in a parallel processing mode, with a combined directly addressable
memory of over 10 Mbytes.

Work has been completed on a French multipurpose functional analysis
simulator of a nuclear power plant that can simulate normal operations and
complex accident scenarios in real time. It can be used for system design and for
development of operating procedures, but its strongest point is accident simulation.
The effects of an accident on the whole plant are shown, together with several
possible courses of action. Although simulators have traditionally been used for
training personnel and developing operating procedures, their value as a research
tool was demonstrated in the validation of an advanced safety parameter display
for the Loviisa plant in Finland.

In addition to full-scope simulation of a main control room and engineering
simulation to predict accurate system response, conceptual simulation has been
developed as a new training tool. It is based on the use of small minicomputers
without representing every system detail. About 12 of these new simulators are
now in use.

Maintenance

Reviews of operating experience show a high frequency of degraded system
performance due to inadequate and improperly performed maintenance. The
situation differs between utilities and between nuclear power plants, however.
In recognition of the importance of an effective maintenance programme for
plant safety and reliability, operators and regulators are paying increasing
attention to improved maintenance.

During nuclear power plant construction in France, utility engineers initiate
the development of maintenance procedures in close co-operation with the manu-
facturer as soon as major machinery is assembled. Maintenance staff arrive at the
plant in time to participate in the commissioning. Since equipment in the contain-
ment building is accessible only during shutdown, and shutdown periods are to be
kept brief, equipment models, some of which are reduced in scale, are frequently
used for training purposes and for testing new tools, including robots. Since the
critical pathway of plant shutdown is determined by the turbine and not the
primary coolant pressure boundary, and the reliability of turbines allows mainte-
nance intervals to be stretched to two or three years, such major overhauls are
usually combined with more time-consuming modifications. Other annual shut-
downs can be kept to less than about 30 days.

With the world's fourth largest nuclear programme, Japan has one of the
lowest frequencies of inadvertent reactor shutdowns (about 0.5 scrams per plant
per year), a record linked to the quality of its maintenance programme. A high
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level of attention is given to preventive maintenance. The programme is
formally defined by the utility and actively reviewed by the regulatory authority.
It is geared towards inspecting for problems, fixing them, and then verifying
system operability as contrasted to periodically verifying operability. In addition
to safety-related equipment the programme also includes balance-of-plant
equipment.

Special working relationships which have been established between Japan's
utilities, the regulatory bodies, the vendors, the subcontractors and the employees
also contribute to maintenance efficiency and effectiveness. There is close
regulatory-utility co-operation, as evidenced by their joint research and development
activities, power production planning and safety analysis work. Special utility-
subcontractor arrangements for scheduled maintenance allow the utility
maintenance staff to serve in a supervisory and quality control capacity, while
work is conducted by vendor or subcontractor personnel. Additionally, the
Japanese industrial organizations tend towards an employment system in which
workers stay with the company throughout their careers. This creates worker
stability and promotes the maintenance of skill levels.

The Swiss maintenance concept assigns responsibilities early, separates
maintenance from operation and insists on careful preparation, including work
planning, execution and documentation. Maintenance manuals exist for all
important components and a generous number of spare parts are available on site.
After maintenance work has been completed, drawings, instructions and listings
are updated accordingly. To accomplish a large amount of work in as short a
period as possible, work is subcontracted early to outside firms, the plant is kept
free of unnecessary personnel and specified schedules are maintained. The key
lies with a dynamic plant management, the availability of engineering expertise
round the clock, clear instructions and procedures, human motivation and the
use of high quality equipment.

In Soviet nuclear power plants, the bulk of the maintenance work is done
during the annual refuelling outage. It is mainly concerned with the primary
circuit, particularly welded joints and piping. To keep the down time as brief
as possible, special attention is paid to work planning and organization, the
availability of qualified personnel and provision of the necessary equipment.
Special equipment has been developed, including a miniature television set for
inspecting otherwise inaccessible locations and remotely operated equipment
for examining steam generator tubing, piping and pressurizers. Staffing is 15%
higher than planned because of the number of repair and maintenance workers,
who account for 53% of the total. Generally Soviet nuclear power plants have
2.5 to 3.5 times more personnel than comparable stations in OECD/NEA Member
States, while the number of repair and maintenance personnel is even 3 to 5 times
higher. These differences in staffing are partially attributed to the reliance on
on-site personnel during outages but also reflects the emphasis placed on
maintenance.
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There appears to be a growing tendency to supplement or replace the
traditional manual management approach with computerized maintenance mana-
gement. Advanced systems can incorporate an equipment data base for
controlling maintenance work orders, for tracking related administrative
activities and for verifying compliance with technical specifications. The equip-
ment data base application would also allow scheduling of maintenance,
recording of historical data and filing of technical characteristics.

Emergency operating procedures

Operating personnel at nuclear power plants, in order to cope with abnormal
or emergency conditions, need accurate information on plant conditions, operating
procedures and training. Until recently, the formal approach to coping with these
conditions has been event oriented, a reflection of design-oriented thinking. Such
a rigid approach is not in common with other professions, for instance in civil
aviation, where the symptom-, function- or state-oriented approach has priority
over diagnosis and prognosis.

Since the TMI-2 accident, substantial effort has been put into developing
emergency operating procedures (EOP) that will provide systematic guidance to
enable operators to initiate appropriate responses without delay for diagnosis and
without having to memorize procedures for complex events. In December 1984,
the IAEA prepared a document drawing attention to developments in this field.
Guidelines may also be developed for selecting parameters for the safety parameter
display system, which will allow a symptom-oriented response to emergency
conditions through the presentation of selected data.

Improved technical specifications

Technical specifications (tech. specs) are usually established as part of the
final safety analysis report submitted for obtaining the operating licence for a
nuclear power plant. These define safety limits, limiting safety system settings,
limiting conditions for operation, surveillance requirements, design features,
administrative controls and effluent controls. As new safety concerns were
identified and analysed, additional tech. specs were created. Thus, over the years,
the volume of the tech. specs has increased steadily: some plants that came on
stream in the USA in 1972 had about 250 pages of tech. specs, while some coming
on stream now have 600 pages.

Regulatory authorities and operating organizations are re-examining their
approach to tech. specs in view of findings that some have the potential to affect
safety adversely and others do not appear to be cost effective. Areas of concern
are the choice of test frequencies, tests on degraded redundant systems, cold-start
testing of the emergency diesel generators and unnecessary challenging of safety
systems.
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In the USA, improved tech. specs differentiate systems into high, medium
or low categories of relative risk worth, using a methodology for risk importance,
and assign priority to high risk worth systems. Computer codes based on risk
analysis methods are also becoming available for evaluating tech. specs. These
codes could allow utilities to introduce changes based on surveillance test results.
Another suggestion is characterized by a proposed division of the tech. specs into
two categories: technical specifications and supplemental specifications. The
new tech. specs would apply only to requirements necessary to prevent the
occurrence of abnormal conditions causing an immediate threat to public health
and safety, while the sup. specs would apply where no immediate threat to
public health and safety was involved.

In France, progress has been made in developing operational limits and
conditions for the shutdown condition. Traditionally, limits and conditions
were set to ensure plant safety during startup and power operation. However,
certain activities such as radioactive waste treatment, refuelling, maintenance
and in-service inspection may affect public health and safety during shutdown.

Quality assurance

The importance of creating a quality-oriented attitude towards operation
was once more underlined in the 1984 version of Electricité de France's quality
assurance manual for operation. In addition to operation, it covers such areas
as maintenance, spare parts acquisition, fuel, radioactive effluents and waste
treatment, incident evaluation, recruitment, and training and qualification, with
emphasis on the organizational and administrative aspects of quality assurance.
Written in simple language and illustrated with coloured cartoons, this manual is
given to all employees to encourage their co-operation in enhancing safety and
reliability in nuclear power plant operation.

The US NRC conducted an overall study of quality assurance programmes.
The primary concern was to identify underlying causes of major quality-related
problems in some plant construction. The study concluded that the root cause
of the major problems was the inability of some utility managements to imple-
ment effectively a management system controlling all aspects of the project. For
industry, the study emphasized: self-imposed increases in standards of excellence;
treatment of quality assurance as a management tool; improved trend analysis
and identification of root causes of quality problems; and a programme of com-
prehensive third party audits. To improve NRC programmes, the study recom-
mends using both team inspections and resident inspectors to review carefully
the capability of new applicants to construct plants, and paying more attention
to utility management issues. In addition, the NRC's own capabilities should be
expanded through specific programmes for operational quality assurance, and
guidance developed for graded quality assurance which reflects the safety signifi-
cance of plant equipment.
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Equipment safety classification

Nuclear industry and regulatory authorities continued their debate in 1984
on the safety classification of systems and components of nuclear power plants,
their coverage of graded quality assurance programmes and their submission to
regulatory control. Initially, safety classification schemes were based on ensuring
that the plant could be shut down reliably during an upset condition. Thus the
traditional approach has been to identify a list of items of equipment important
to safety, such as the components of the emergency core cooling system, which
were covered by quality assurance and regulatory inspection. Equipment in
the balance of the plant, such as the turbine system, was considered not important
to safety and its quality requirements were thus left to the industry to specify.

In its Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS) programme, the IAEA utilized this
two-tier approach, and distinguished between equipment important to safety, with
a subdivision into safety systems and safety-related systems, and that not important
to safety. This approach was developed in France and the USA, where it is still
followed. Both countries, however, refer to the two classifications as 'safety-
related'and 'non-safety-related' components.

More recently, regulatory authorities have become concerned with applying
some measure of quality assurance control to equipment that has the potential
to lead to an upset condition or to influence recovery actions; for instance, the
plant instrument air supply system, certain balance of plant control systems or
perhaps the plant computer. The USA is considering moving forward with the
creation of an additional safety class of components with intermediate-level quality
assurance requirements, in recognition of the importance of such components to
safety (see Fig.8).

In the Federal Republic of Germany, quality assurance requirements on
systems that are not part of the pressure boundary of the main coolant circuit
are either class 1 (safety related) or class 2. Class 1 systems are needed to ensure
reactor shutdown, maintenance of subcriticality and residual heat removal under
accident conditions. Owing to the large energies involved, the failure of class 1
systems would have consequences that would not be sufficiently limited by the
application of the principles of redundancy and physical separation, or could serve
as a precursor to a design basis accident. Class 2 comprises systems and compo-
nents such as the feedwater tank and the main steam line outside of the contain-
ment, whose failure may cause major in-plant damage even though none of the
preceding criteria are met. Less stringent quality assurance requirements would
be acceptable for such equipment.

Fast breeder performance

At the end of 1984, fast breeder reactors for research and development, for
power production and for power production plus sea water desalination were
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operating in six Member States: France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,
the United Kingdom, the USA and the USSR (see Fig.9). Two more countries
— India and Italy - will join this group before the end of this decade.

More than 160 cumulative years of fast breeder operation world wide have
demonstrated the technical feasibility of the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor
system. Nuclear power plants with fast breeders no longer represent an unproven
technology but provide a safe and reliable means for future electricity generation.

The sodium coolant poses little technical problems, even though hundreds
of tonnes of hot and radioactive sodium must be handled. There have been no
significant accidents with the fast breeder reactors presently operating. Lessons
learned from the early plants, EBR-1 and Enrico Fermi, have been observed in the
more recent units.

The large components, such as pumps, valves and sodium-to-sodium inter-
mediate heat exchangers, have good operating records, although most were
prototypes. The performance of the sodium-water steam generator has not been
as satisfactory. Highly modularized designs will enable repairs to be carried out
during operation with reduced output and will avoid costly outage times. Very
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FIG.9. Operation of fast breeder reactors. Source: ANS/ENS International Conference on
Nuclear Power - A Global Reality, 11 to 16 November 1984, Washington, DC.

few fuel-pin failures have been reported, a remarkable achievement in view of the
more than 300 000 irradiated in these reactors.

The availability of fast breeder plants was surprisingly good and should
improve, in spite of 'teething problems'. The reactor has proved to be the most
reliable part of the plant, most shutdowns being due to problems with the steam
generators and other conventional equipment.

DEVELOPMENTS IN PLANT DESIGN

Regulatory issues

Progress was made in 1984 towards resolving some long-standing design
concerns, among them pressurized thermal shock, pipe-break assumptions in
LWR design, anticipated transients without scram, required hydrogen control
capability and electromagnetic pulse effects. National approaches have varied,
mainly owing to differing priorities given to individual issues.
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Pressurized thermal shock

Pressurized thermal shock (PTS), a postulated accident condition in which
highly irradiated PWR vessels are suddenly exposed to cold water injection, was
considered a major safety issue, but has now been largely resolved. PTS could
also occur in the course of a small loss-of-coolant accident leading to rapid cool-
down while the vessel is still at high pressure. The resulting stresses in highly
irradiated regions of the pressure vessel could cause small existing cracks to
grow and could eventually result in vessel failure.

Research efforts since 1980 have indicated that the embrittlement rate of the
pressure vessel is strongly dependent on its material composition. Impurities such
as nickel, copper and phosphorus have an important effect. Older plants are more
likely to be affected than those of more recent design, which have improved material
properties and are larger, with better shielding provided by the water space between
the reactor core and the vessel wall. For the vessels affected, a reduction of the
neutron flux density in the vessel wall, preheating of the injection water or even
annealing by exposure to elevated temperatures are possible remedies.

The US NRC published a proposed rule in 1984 imposing a screening criterion
for fracture resistance of reactor pressure vessels during PTS, which must be met
throughout the plant lifetime. A detailed safety evaluation of the potential for
PTS will be required for plant operations beyond the limitations set by the screening
criterion. A final PTS rule should be issued in 1985.

The majority PWRs in France and the FRG meet screening criteria comparable
with those of the US NRC. The reactor vessel of the small Belgian pressurized water
reactor plant BR3 (12 MW(e)) was successfully subjected to an annealing process
by keeping the primary coolant water temperature at 80°C above the nominal
value for a period of seven days using heat generated by the main circulating
pumps. Preheating of the safety injection water is also to be introduced. In other
older units, the safety measures taken to limit PTS include a reduction of the
neutron flux density in the vessel walls by placing stainless steel absorbers or high
burnup fuel and control rods in peripheral core positions and reduction of stresses
by preheating safety injection water. In some cases both measures have been
introduced. A similar approach is anticipated for the older USSR-designed
WWERs, and also for the units operated in Finland.

Pipe break design criteria

The conservative and long standing assumption of an instantaneous double-
ended guillotine break of the main coolant piping for the analysis of reaction and
jet forces that act on pressure vessel internals, pipes and equipment inside the
containment building is being given up in the light of recent developments in
design, materials and inspection. With the introduction of the 'basic safety
concept' and the 'leak before break1 philosophy, guidelines in the Federal
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Republic of Germany in 1981 eliminated the need for pipe whip restraints on
PWR primary loops. The three PWR Convoy plants under construction are being
built without restraints.

In Italy, the regulatory authority is also prepared to accept the design of the
standardized 1000 MW(e) PWR without pipe whip restraints. In the USA, the
NRC is allowing removal of existing restraints from PWR primary loops and
dropping installation requirements on new designs. On the basis of a methodo-
logy developed by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, the evaluations
for PWRs have been completed, while work on BWRs is in progress. It is expected
that the NRC will propose changes in existing rules, permitting dynamic analyses
instead of assuming an instantaneous double-ended guillotine break. In the mean-
time, exemptions from the existing rules may be granted, the Palo Verde station
being the first.

The most conservative positions apply in France and Japan, where there
appears to be^no intention to remove pipe whip restraints from primary loops at
plants in operation or under construction, although studies are under way.

Anticipated transients without scram

The issue of anticipated transients without scram (ATWS), a condition in
which the control rods fail to scram, has been discussed for more than a decade.
This accident scenario was considered to be highly unlikely. However, the 1983
Salem event in the USA where circuit breakers failed to operate automatically
in response to valid scram signals has prompted many regulatory authorities to
reassess their position on ATWS.

In April 1984, the US NRC published a final rule containing features for
both the prevention and mitigation of ATWS events. Diverse scram systems for
certain PWRs and independent rod injection systems for all BWRs are required
for prevention. For mitigating the consequences, increased capabilities for boron
injection are required for BWRs, with diverse and independent means for actuating
turbine trip and auxiliary feedwater startup required for PWRs. In France, the
ATWS issue has been resolved similarly.

Early studies of BWRs in the Federal Republic of Germany indicated no
severe consequences for an ATWS incident and no need has been seen to require
diverse scram systems. Additional studies for the post-Biblis-A PWRs are required
to verify that acceptable pressures for the primary system are not exceeded under
ATWS conditions. In these plants an auxiliary boron injection system is available
for maintaining long-term subcriticality. At the Babcock-Brown Boveri plant
in Mulheim-Kârlich two safety valves were added to meet the ATWS requirements.

Other countries, such as Italy and the United Kingdom, are still investi-
gating the need for diverse scram systems in their planned PWRs. The Japanese
authorities hold the view that diverse scram systems are not required and place
emphasis on reduction of the frequency of scrams and improved system reliability.
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Hydrogen control capability

Hydrogen control capability in the course of LWR accidents has been a
safety issue since the TMI-2 accident in 1979, when a large amount of hydrogen
generated from reactions between fuel cladding and water ignited and caused a
substantial containment pressure spike.

The US NRC published a rule in December 1981 requiring early General
Electric BWR Mark I and II containments to be inerted and, in 1984, required
Mark III containments and PWRs with ice condenser containments to be provided
with hydrogen control systems able to handle hydrogen generated from a 75%
fuel cladding reaction. A decision on how to proceed with large dry containments
was deferred pending completion of further research, in view of their inherent
capability to accommodate large amounts of hydrogen. Additionally, all LWRs
having non-inerted containments must demonstrate the survivability of essential
safety functions in the event of a hydrogen burn.

The Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate is requiring installation of redundant
hydrogen recombiners and shielded post-accident stations to sample the contain-
ment environment. For BWRs, these requirements supplement existing contain-
ment inerting requirements. In Japan, all BWR Mark I and Mark II containments
are inerted. In the Federal Republic of Germany, BWRs and PWRs that have
non-inerted containment atmospheres are required to have an active hydrogen
control capability if it is shown that the hydrogen concentration could exceed
the flammability limit.

Electromagnetic pulses

An electromagnetic pulse (EMP) produced by the detonation of a nuclear
weapon could in theory disrupt electronic circuitry, erase computer memories
and otherwise induce improper actions by automatic control systems. In response
to rule-making petitions, the US NRC has determined that an EMP would not
prevent an operating unit from being safely shut down. The position taken in the
Federal Republic of Germany was that plants are protected against the effects of
lightning and so should also be effectively protected against an EMP. If investi-
gations were to reveal that some EMP frequencies could penetrate the existing
protection barriers, their effects could be accommodated by electronic circuitry
insensitive to such interference and electrical components that could withstand
short-term voltage surges.

Filtered containment venting

The use of containment filter systems to cope with severe accidents
such as core melts continued to attract the attention of regulatory authorities
and utilities.
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At the Swedish Barsebâck BWRs, installation of the FILTRA plant is
proceeding according to schedule. The Swedish objective is to cope with a
wide range of severe accident conditions by providing the capability of filtering
the entire containment atmosphere. The construction work on-site progressed
well in 1984, with the filter building, a cylindrical vessel of diameter 20 m and
height 40 m, completed and the 16 000 tonne gravel bed filled. Remaining work is
scheduled to be completed by the end of 1985, with the unit being connected
to the containment vessels after its refuelling outage in 1986.

The French are aiming to develop supplementary containment filters that
allow controlled and filtered releases from the containment to prevent over-
pressurization. This programme, cosponsored by Electricité de France and the
Institute for Radiological and Nuclear Safety, is being carried out at the Cadarache
Nuclear Research Centre. The first phase evaluated various filtering materials
and found common sand of grain size 0.4 mm to 0.7 mm suitable; now the
new PITEAS loop will be used to define the main features of an industrial filter.

Backfitting

The extent to which nuclear power plants should be upgraded or 'backfitted'
with new safety measures has been a difficult issue to resolve. In most countries,
the need for backfitting has been dealt with on a case-by-case basis. However,
some costly backfitting in the past did very little to enhance particular safety
features and even proved detrimental to overall safety in some cases. Several
countries are attempting to define backfitting criteria presently and to use
probabilistic risk assessment techniques and cost-benefit analyses to determine
the advisability of such measures.

The US NRC has the most formal position on backfitting.. In recent years,
whenever new regulatory requirements called into question the standards of
existing facilities, backfitting requirements have been determined by a high level
NRC committee. The rule-making under way at the end of 1984 concerns the
factors required to determine that a substantial increase in the overall protection
of public health and safety is obtained from the backfit and that the costs
of implementation justify the increased protection.

Some backfitting measures that have been introduced are: the condensation
pool modification of the plant at Wurgassen in the Federal Republic of Germany
(FRG) in 1972 after pressure pulsations caused water leakage into the lower
containment compartment; the exchange of main steam and feed water piping in
plants in the FRG and Sweden, where the probability of piping failure appeared
higher than anticipated; and the installation of a bunkered system in plants in
the FRG and Switzerland.

An interesting case of backfitting is the new load-following feature of French
PWRs where, for maximum operating flexibility, a new control system has been
introduced. It is characterized by compensating core reactivity effects due to
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power changes with the control rods only, since there are large time constants
for boron concentration changes. This backfitting required an investigation
of possible detrimental wear of the control rods caused by the frequent
insertion and withdrawal. The hydraulic design of the guide tubes was modified
to reduce control rod wear and design alterations were introduced at critical
points in the coolant system to minimize thermal stress loads. Technical
specifications and operating procedures were also revised to take new operating
limits and conditions into account.

Research and development

In recent years, safety research has been reoriented towards resolving issues
related to plant behaviour in severe accidents. The programmes deal with
accident source term, control of hydrogen generation and steam explosions from
molten fuel reactions.

Accident source term

The findings of more than a decade of research into the quantity and type
of radionuclides released (the source term) during severe accidents have confirmed
that early estimates, including those in the US Reactor Safety Study (WASH 1400)2,
were generally too conservative (see Table VII). The actual source term for any
release to the environment is dominated by the time span from accident initiation
to containment failure. An early failure leaves the source term relatively high,
whereas drastic reductions occur if containment integrity is maintained for more
than twelve hours. Moreover, the source term value may be highly plant specific,
depending on such design features in the containment building as compartmentation,
type of concrete and pipe routing. This might make development of a generic
source term difficult.

The source term is strongly dependent on the accident sequence and time
phase considered. Up to pressure vessel failure, it is governed by the core-
temperature history, the release of fission products from the fuel and their
retention in the reactor coolant system. In later phases, after melt-through of the
pressure vessel, the debris temperature during melt-concrete interactions, the
aerosol shape factors, agglomeration rates and resuspension forces become
dominant.

A large range of uncertainty in the source term is acceptable for site surveys,
for emergency response planning and for accident management, since only relative
values are required for comparing alternatives. Accurate source term values may

2 UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, Reactor Safety Study:
An Assessment of Accident Risks in US Commercial Nuclear Power Plants, Rep. WASH-1400-MR,
US NRC, Washington, DC (1975).
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TABLE VII. MAJOR SOURCE TERM RESEARCH PROGRAMMES, 1984

Programme designation Country Purpose*

Severe fuel damage
(power bust facility)

Full length tests
(NRU reactor)

Source term tests
(annular core research
reactor)

Hot-cell experiments

Core melt tests

Aerosol transport tests
(Marviken facility)

LWR aerosol containment
experiments

Molten core-coolant
interaction experiments

Molten core-coolant
interaction experiments

BETA tests

DEMONA programme

PITEAS programme

BWR pool scrubbing

USA/international

USA/Canada

USA

USA

USA

International

USA/international

USA

United Kingdom

Germany,
Fed. Rep. of

Germany,
Fed. Rep. of

France

USA

In-pile fuel degradation tests (S)

In-pile degradation and hydrogen
generation tests (L)

In-pile separate effects experiments
to study in-vessel release rates (L)

Out-of-pile experiments to study
release rates from irradiated
fuel (L)

Out-of-pile experiments to study
release rates with simulated
fuel (L)

Large-scale tests to study aerosol
and vapour behaviour in reactor
systems (S)

Experiments to study containment
bypass phenomena (S)

Small-scale experiments to study
steam explosion phenomena (L)

Large-scale experiments to study
steam explosion phenomena (L)

Large-scale experiments to study
melt-concrete interactions (S)

Large-scale tests to study aerosol
transport phenomena in
containment (L)

Experiments to study aerosol
and iodine transport and
retention (L)

Experiments to study decon-
tamination factors in
suppression pools (S)

S: Short-term programme (less than two years); L: Long-term programme (more than
two years).
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be needed for design optimization, for development of technical specifications and
operating procedures and for safety assessments.

Steam explosions

Severe accident research is also concerned with possible steam explosions
caused by molten core material flowing into residual water in the pressure vessel,
since this could cause early containment failure. Recent efforts use small-scale
experiments with molten metals in quantities up to 50 kg and some large-scale
experiments with quantities up to 2000 kg. These have served to define energy
conversion ratios and to validate the applicable computer code models. Although
researchers agree on the unlikelihood of this reaction occurring, opinions on
quantifying its probability are divided. Although low, the range of best estimates
spans four orders of magnitude.

Hydrogen generation and control

Current hydrogen research looks beyond design basis accidents which lead
to severe core damage. The main aspects studied are the generation, distribution,
combustion and monitoring of hydrogen. The consequences of hydrogen
combustion are of greatest concern, especially the resulting pressure and
temperature effects on electrical and other safety-related equipment in the con-
tainment. Steam, inert gases and aerosols in the containment atmosphere are
critical variables.

RISK ASSESSMENT

Risk management

Following the risk studies of nuclear power and its fuel cycle, efforts have
been directed to the examination of other systems for electricity generation. In
spite of large uncertainties, the results obtained permitted a classification of these
energy systems according to the risks involved. The findings, however, had few
practical consequences, as risk is just one factor, along with political, economic
and social considerations, in defining a country's energy policy.

Risk assessment is now shifting in emphasis from comparisons to the mana-
gement of risks, which centres on the optimal allocation of resources to reduce
risk. Several studies of limited scope have already been performed for nuclear
installations and these have facilitated cost-effective decisions to enhance safety.
As a result of these developments, various international and national organizations
are presently restructuring their programmes to address the decision-making
process for risk reduction in electricity generation.
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In March 1984, the IAEA hosted a Thematic Joint Programming Meeting
on the Subject of Energy. This United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
meeting, with the participation of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO), the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), the
International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Health Organization (WHO) and
the IAEA, identified the common interest in future risk management studies of
energy systems.

At the Agency's research co-ordination meeting on Comparison of Cost-
Effectiveness of Risk Reduction among Different Energy Systems, a consensus
was reached on the usefulness of these techniques for defining optimal strategies
for safety in energy systems. A joint IAEA, WHO and UNEP symposium on
Risk and Benefits of Energy Systems, held in April 1984 in the Federal Republic
of Germany, confirmed these conclusions. With the participation of other
organizations, the IAEA will continue its energy risk management efforts.

The WHO has various programmes for assessing the health and environmental
aspects of energy systems. These include: an International Programme on
Chemical Safety (IPCS) aimed at developing environmental health criteria for a
series of high priority chemicals; a programme on the Assessment of Environmental
Quality and Human Exposure to Pollutants, in co-operation with UNEP; and a
programme on the Assessment of Pollution Sources.

A study on the Environmental Effects Arising from Electricity Supply
and Utilization and the Resulting Costs to the Utility was initiated in 1984 by
the Conservation Commission of the World Energy Conference in co-operation with
the IAEA. The main objective is to analyse and evaluate the cost of minimizing
the environmental impact of various types of power plants. A final report of this
study is expected to be published in 1987.

The Commission of the European Communities released a report on the
Assessment of Comparative and Non-Comparative Factors in Alternative Energy
Systems. The document critically reviews existing studies on risk comparisons
of different energy systems. Their weaknesses are discussed, as are the problems
of quantifying the various risks. Particular attention is paid to the lack of data,
the complexity of such studies, methodological shortcomings and data manipulation.
The cost-effectiveness approach to risk reduction is suggested as the rational tool
for optimal resource allocation.

The United Nations Environment Programme convened a risk assessment
experts group in Helsinki, Finland, in 1984 to review the draft report on the
Environmental Impacts of Production and Use of Energy, Part IV, Phase II —
Use of Cost-Benefit Analysis in Emission Control of Energy Systems. An important
conclusion was that the cost-effectiveness approach to risk reduction is appropriate
for managing risks associated with energy systems.
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Quantitative safety goals

The US NRC, early in 1983, formulated a position on qualitative safety goals,
stating that individual members of the public should not be exposed to significant
additional risk from nuclear power plant operation, and that societal risk to life
and health should be comparable with or less than risks from competing electricity
generating technologies. The safety goals were supplemented by numerical guide-
lines specifying an acceptable individual risk of prompt fatalities from reactor
accidents and an acceptable societal risk of cancer fatalities. In addition, a monetary
value for the collective dose averted was defined for use in cost-benefit analysis
and an upper limit was set for the likelihood of large-scale core melt accidents. A
two-year evaluation period ran until early 1985, following which their potential
use in regulatory processes is to be considered.

In 1984, the discussions on safety goals continued in many countries. One
proposal aimed to broaden the safety goal approach by taking into account
all the benefits of a technology, such as the economic progress and health improve-
ments resulting from energy production. In a broader approach it might also be
necessary to consider complex interactions such as industrial versus societal risk
and low probability/high consequence versus high probability/low consequence
risks.

Another approach suggested that the safety goal concept be narrowed to
consider probability limits only to individual exposures. An example is a pro-
posal in the Federal Republic of Germany to define an acceptable risk profile
for nuclear power plants. This could be represented by a criterion curve requiring
the calculated individual risk from all accident conditions not to exceed that
from normal operation. Figure 10 shows a risk limiting curve, considering latent
health effects only. It is a complementary cumulative frequency distribution
of individual dose. For each dose value D, it defines the limit for the expected
frequency per year of effective committed dose-equivalents. Five principles
have been used to develop this curve:

(1 ) limitation of the total risk;
(2) classification of three dose ranges according to their relevance to latent

health effects;
(3) a well-balanced change in the slope of the curve corresponding to these dose

ranges;
(4) well-balanced relative risk contributions to the total risk; and
(5) a steady changing rate of the cumulative expected frequency in the two

upper dose ranges.

Comparisons with other dose-frequency relations that are not presented as
cumulative complementary distributions, however, have to take into account
the fact that this proposeal refers to the sum of all occurrences, whereas the other
relations usually define frequency limits for individual occurrences. In applying
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Committed dose-equivalent (Sv)

FIG.10. Proposed risk limiting curve for latent health effects arising from normal operation
and all accident conditions of nuclear power plants. The integral occurrence probability of
malignant radiation injuries (cancer, leukaemia) caused by exposure in excess of 0.3 mSv of
a reference person is limited to the value calculated to correspond with a prescribed annual
limit of 0.3 mSv for normal operation. Source: IAEA Symposium on Safety Codes and
Guides (NUSSj in the Light of Current Safety Issues, 29 Oct. to 2 Nov. 1984, Vienna.

this criterion curve, a nuclear power plant would meet the risk criterion, if the
cumulative complementary dose-frequency distribution determined were to lie
below the limiting curve. Simultaneously, the distribution of risk over the three
dose ranges is well balanced if the determined cumulative complementary dose-
frequency distribution of the plant is similar to the slope of the limiting curve.

In view of the differing approaches and the difficulty inherent in the method-
ology, some scientific groups believe that no overall safety goals can be developed.
Some place emphasis on intermediate safety goals, such as reliability criteria for
individual systems. The IAEA is preparing a report, to be available in early 1986,
describing the objectives of safety goals and the methodologies currently available.

Probabilistic safety assessment

The use of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), which is defined as the
application of probabilistic risk analysis to safety decision, has followed several
trends in 1984, from estimates of overall risk to identification of dominant
accident sequences and for decision-making on safety system reliability.

The use of PSA depends on the developmental stage of a country's nuclear
programme, as shown in an informal poll of three groups of participants at an
IAEA risk analysis meeting (see Table VIII).

All three groups hold PSA to be useful for the establishment of standards,
the development of operating, test and maintenance procedures and decisions on
plant modifications. Group A attaches most importance to siting decisions and
group B to operator training and safety goals; overall, group C finds PSA the least
useful.
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TABLE VIII. USEFULNESS OF PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT

PSA use

Standards

Siting

Operator training

Risk comparison

Design optimization

Safety modifications (backfitting)

Operating procedures

Test and maintenance procedures

Safety goals

Plant availability

Group A

Medium

Most

Least

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Least

Medium

Medium

Importance attached

Group B

Medium

Least

Most

Medium

Medium

Most

Most

Most

Most

Medium

Group C

Medium

Least

Least

Least

Least

Medium

Medium

Medium

Least

Least

Note: Group A: large number of operating nuclear power plants.
Group B: small number of operating plants.
Group C: planning for nuclear power.

DECOMMISSIONING

Power reactors

The 110 MW(e) gas-cooled heavy-water-moderated reactor in Jaslovske
Bohunice, Czechoslovakia, will be decommissioned in the near future. This unit
was permanently shut down in 1979, after having served to train the first
generation of nuclear engineers in Czechoslovakia. In 1984, Electricité de France
announced plans to decommission three more reactors: the 43 MW(e) gas-cooled
graphite-moderated reactor at Marcoule, the 75 MW(e) gas-cooled heavy-water-
moderated reactor at Brennelis and the 230 MW(e) gas-cooled graphite-moderated
reactor at Chinon. After the closing down of two units in 1968 and 1982 and one
in 1973 at Chinon, there are now only four units of the first generation gas-cooled
reactors remaining in operation in France.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, a safety report on the decommissioning
of the 100 MW(e) gas-cooled heavy-water -moderated reactor at Niederaichbach
has been submitted as a first step in the decommissioning process. Issuance of the
licence is expected in 1985. The decommissioning work will last seven years at an
approximate cost of US $33 million. About 130 000 tonnes of non-radioactive
debris must be removed, and 1200 tonnes of radioactive material and 1700 tonnes
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of radioactive steel parts will require decontamination. The non-radioactive debris
will be used for road construction; the radioactive waste will be placed in a federal
underground repository, and the decontaminated steel will be re-used as shielding
material in nuclear facilities. The objective is to restore the site to a green field.

The Sellafield (Windscale) advanced gas-cooled reactor in the United Kingdom
is currently being decommissioned and will produce some 1600 tonnes of waste,
including 2 tonnes of radioactive waste. Two-thirds of this waste will be low-level
waste, which can be disposed of by shallow land burial, and one-third will be
medium-level waste, which will be placed in large concrete containers to be stored
on site pending the completion of underground storage facilities.

After the establishment of a detailed plan, Shippingport Station Decom-
missioning Project in the USA commenced decommissioning operations in 1984.
These will require four years to complete and will cost approximately US $ 80
million. A specific feature of this decommissioning will be the one-piece removal
of the reactor pressure vessel. Because of the low radiation level of the primary
system, decontamination will not required. The overall collective dose for the
project, in which approximately 200 to 300 persons will be engaged, has been
estimated at 10 man-Sv (1000 man-rem).

The European Community presented the results of its first five-year research
programme into decommissioning at its 1984 Conference in Luxembourg on the
Decommissioning of Nuclear Power Plants. The main effort of the programme
was to develop efficient techniques and procedures for decommissioning nuclear
installations, which would optimize radiation protection and minimize the waste
volume while simultaneously aiming for cost-effectiveness. The work has provided
basic information on decommissioning, including data on the distribution, level
and composition of the radioactive material in shut-down plants as well as design
features facilitating decommissioning.

Various dismantling techniques have been studied, such as the use of
explosives for reinforced concrete, thermal lances, fissurization, plasma cutting and
laser cutting. Other work was concerned with the treatment of graphite waste
originating from gas-cooled reactors. Also investigated were the melting of steel
as a means of reducing the bulk volume and the surface area exposed to corrosion,
immobilizing surface contamination by incorporation in the base metal and coating
techniques to fix surface contamination durably on metal and concrete.

Research reactors

Of the 272 research reactors in operation world wide, some 110 have been
operated for over twenty years. Most of these older units are likely candidates
for decommissioning in the near future. Research reactors vary considerably
in design, power rating and operational history and will require individual consi-
deration for optimum decommissioning. The IAEA is developing a Safety Guide
on Nuclear Safety Considerations in the Decommissioning of Research Reactors
for publication in 1985.
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Section III

RADIATION PROTECTION: CURRENT STATUS

DEVELOPMENTS IN RADIATION PROTECTION

Biological effects

In examining the health effects of ionizing radiation, a distinction is made
between non-stochastic and stochastic effects. Non-stochastic effects are those
for which the severity of the effect varies with dose and for which a threshold
dose may exist. Examples include the acute radiation syndrome, eye cataracts
and gonad cell damage. Stochastic effects are those for which only the probability
of occurrence of the effect and not its severity is regarded as a function of dose
without any threshold. The principal stochastic effects are malignant diseases
and hereditary defects. The aim of radiation protection is to prevent the occurrence
of non-stochastic effects and to limit the probability of occurrence of stochastic
effects.

In 1984, the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
published a concise review indicating that few non-stochastic effects are fatal.
Their impacts vary according to their severity and to the age and resilience of the
person affected. For most non-stochastic effects the relationship between severity
and dose cannot be predicted exactly, especially when the dose is accumulated at
a low rate. Thus, it is not feasible at present to quantify precisely the detriment
(expectation of harm) associated with non-stochastic effects.

The risk of clinically detrimental non-stochastic effects can be made zero by
keeping the cumulative dose-equivalent limits below the respective threshold
values. Of the tissues considered, there appear at this time to be none for which
annual occupational exposure at the present limits would lead ultimately to a
cumulative dose in excess of the threshold. Susceptibility to some non-stochastic
effects has been found to be appreciably higher in children than in adults and
hence dose-equivalent limits for the public are set ten times lower than for radiation
workers.

With regard to stochastic effects, the ICRP has continued to examine relevant
epidemiological studies to maintain the reliability of its estimates on cancer risks.
Some studies were concerned with weapons tests in the USA, others with Hiroshima
and Nagasaki survivors, and some with exposures in medical therapy. No reliable
evidence was found that necessitates a change in current estimates of the overall
risk of cancer induction (about 10~2 per sievert) or in estimates for particular
organs.

A 1982 report from the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) contained a lower estimate of the genetic risks
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of radiation than that in current ICRP recommendations. The ICRP is reviewing
the basis of the lower estimate and also estimates of the types and frequencies of
radiaiion-induced inherited abnormalities and congenital malformations.

The possible risk of severe mental retardation in the foetus following
exposure to low doses of radiation in utero was reported in 1983. In view of
this risk, which arises between the eighth and fifteenth week after conception,
the ICRP supplemented its previous advice on annual occupational exposure
limits for pregnant women (3/10 of the normal limit) by requiring measures to
avoid dose rate irregularities and to keep the dose to the foetus as low as
reasonably achievable.

Risk estimates

The validity of the biological basis of radiation protection as developed by
the ICRP and UNSCEAR was an issue during 1984 at the Sizewell Inquiry in the
United Kingdom. ICRP and UNSCEAR risk estimates, used by the United Kingdom
National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) in its assessment of the radiological
consequences of postulated reactor accidents, were criticized as being too
pessimistic by some who argued that there would be a threshold for most radiation
effects that might be as high as 2 Gy (200 rad). The Inspector's counsel and
objecting groups concentrated on the uncertainties in the low dose and low dose-
rate region, and the potentially greater risk to sensitive groups such as children
and young women and to the foetus in utero.

The NRPB was required to provide additional evidence including a detailed
justification for its risk estimates, in view of the extensive current scientific
evidence supporting the non-threshold hypothesis of radiation-induced cancer and
possible high risk population groups who should be taken into account for radiation
protection policy. The Inquiry is due to end in 1985 and the Inspector's
recommendations are expected to be announced before the end of the year.

Epidemiological studies

Epidemiological studies of radiation effects on humans are of fundamental
importance to the development of radiation protection criteria. Some, however,
have created much confusion in scientific circles and the general public owing
to poor quality, insufficient data and inappropriate methodology. Since epidemio-
logical studies will continue to play a crucial role in assessing the health effects of
radiation exposure, improvements are urgently needed.

A 1984 consultant's report of the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD
(OECD/NEA) dealt with epidemiological studies of occupationally exposed
workers. It provides a description of the types of studies, their methodologies,
their limitations and the criteria by which they should be judged. The report deals
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with the basic features of occupational cancer, relevant occupational groups,
cohort studies, proportional mortality studies and case control studies.

Of particular interest are the 'ten rules' for cohort studies, which give
guidance for presentation, data collection, analysis and evaluation (see Table IX).

Of equal interest are the following concluding points:

• With the abundance of scientific journals, it is possible for even poor studies
to be published somewhere, and these cannot be dismissed out of hand but
must be examined and disproved. The computerized abstracting systems do
not distinguish quality, and published reviews are all too often uncritical.

• Good quality epidemiological studies in the complex field of radiation
carcinogenesis usually come from well-established teams experienced in
epidemiology and are published in appropriate specialist journals with high
standards.

• The public will give more credit to the work of independent academic groups
than to that of industry or government, which are thought to be influenced
by financial considerations.

There will be a follow-up document describing epidemiological studies of the
public since there are important differences between these studies and those
described above.

Leukaemia clusters

The difficulties in interpreting data obtained from small populations were
demonstrated when a British television programme in November 1983 linked an
above-average number of leukaemia and other cancer cases to the operation of
the nearby British Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL) nuclear site. Attention focussed on
cases in Seascale, a small seaside village a few kilometres south of the plant. An
independent advisory group, comprising specialists in epidemiology, oncology,
paediatrics and medical physics, was set up to examine the alleged 'cluster' of
cancer cases. The findings were correlated with the incidence of cancer in the
rest of Cumbria and in other rural districts in England and Wales generally, taking
into account earlier analyses and studies.

At Seascale, the total number of cases of childhood leukaemia occurring over
a 30-year period was lower than ten. However, in a comparison of 675 electoral
wards in Cumbria for the period 1968 to 1982, Seascale had the third highest
incidence rate of lymphoid malignancy (entirely due to cases of leukaemia) in
children under fifteen. None of the other west coast wards had incidence rates
among the highest ten for the United Kingdom.

Four deaths from leukaemia of people under the age of 20 have been
identified in Seascale between 1955 and 1980. Using the risk factors derived from
the pessimistic assumption that all childhood leukemias in England and Wales
were due to the natural background, the Sellafield discharges would be expected
to account for fewer than 0.1 deaths. In other words, if these discharges were
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TABLE IX. TEN RULES FOR COHORT STUDIES

Presentation

(1) Methods and results should be described in sufficient detail for readers to be able to
judge whether the rules have all been followed. If necessary, further details or analyses
should be offered as available on request.

Data collection

(2) A study should start from as early a date as records permit; the listing of the study
population should be carefully checked for completeness and the proportion left
untraced or with cause of death unknown kept to a minimum.

(3) A workplace history of processes and exposures should be available, and each worker
should be classified by date and length of employment and by exposure level.

Analysis

(4) Workers should be subdivided into appropriate entry-date cohorts and exposure
subgroups that are analysed separately; these should be predetermined before causes
of death are known. Other divisions — e.g. by smoking status — may also be needed.

(5) Correct procedures for calculating person-years must be used, and mortality should
be analysed by interval after first exposure as well as by length of exposure and/or
exposure level.

(6) The mortality rates used to calculate numbers of expected deaths should be appropriate
(or adjusted appropriately) in terms of date, region, race, etc.

(7) The disease groups to be analysed should be predetermined, and if numbers permit
should include up to about 20 cancer site groups, as well as major non-neoplastic
disease groups.

(8) Significance tests should be appropriate and correctly applied.

Evaluation

(9) Evaluation of results should take account of the number of observed/expected (O/E)
comparisons obtained and tested and the statistical power of the study, as well as
uncertainties arising from missing information, confounding factors and uncertain
measurements.

(10) Details of individual observed cases of the disease(s) of principal interest should be
provided, or if too numerous should be available on request.

Source: Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD (OECD/NEA).

responsible for the additional deaths, they would have had to cause an exposure
approximately 40 times higher than the calculated dose-equivalent of every person
during his or her first 20 or fewer years of residence in Seascale. These calculations
do not support the view that the Sellafield discharges were responsible for the
observed incidence of leukaemia. However, it is important to stress the unavoidable
uncertainties on doss in this situation. The model used does not exclude other
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possibilities. The cause of the apparent excess leukaemia incidence, however,
remains unresolved.

The group made recommendations for more detailed epidemiological
analyses which it hoped would clarify the position: reviews of the discharge limits,
supplementary environmental surveillance measurements, in particular more
attention to measuring levels of radioactivity in people, and more regulatory
inspections and evaluations. The epidemiology studies are now under way and
BNFL has announced major new investment to reduce further radioactive
discharges from Sellafield.

Radiation protection regulations

Whereas the most recent ICRP recommendations were fully incorporated in
the Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection jointly developed by the
IAEA, the World Health Organization (WHO), the International Labour Organisa-
tion (ILO) and OECD/NEA, implementation in national radiation protection
regulations was still an ongoing process in 1984. The Commission of the European
Communities had issued a directive in July 1980 establishing the Euratom basic
radiation safety standards, which endorsed the ICRP principles and obliged
Member States to adopt national implementing measures by June 1984. Incorpora-
tion of the optimization requirement into existing legal frameworks is posing some
difficulties and none of the Member States have so far completed the necessary
revisions of their regulations.

In Japan, an extensive review of the ICRP recommendations was essentially
completed in 1984, and the Japan Radiation Council endorsed their adoption.
The regulatory authorities responsible are still engaged in the resolution of
certain open issues related to conflicting views among scientific, industrial and
labour organizations and to the introduction of cost-benefit considerations into
a conventional legal system.

In the USA, most federal radiation protection regulations (10CFR20)
have been under review since 1981, in consideration of the relevant ICRP
recommendations. A revised draft has recently been completed and may be issued
soon for public comment. Some resistance from affected industries is expected,
and various regulatory agencies may hesitate to support the revision. One
complication in implementing the ICRP recommendations is the sheer size and
complexity of the radiation protection set-up; another is the need to retrain
more than one million occupationally exposed people. In addition there are
beliefs that the safety gain may be small and that some currently applicable limits
would be relaxed.

Others argue that such generalized conclusions cannot be drawn. The old
numerical values referring to dose-equivalents incurred are not comparable with
the new values for effective dose-equivalent committed because of the
conceptual differences in their definition. Under actual occupational exposure
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conditions, further restriction rather than relaxation can be expected from the
new dose limitation system.

The ramifications of revising the current radiation protection regulations,
thereby introducing changes to the US legal system, are difficult to estimate.
The US court system allows for public intervention in the necessary licence
amendment process and the potential exists for lengthy hearings. On the other
hand, adopting the ICRP principles may render new regulations more defensible,
thereby limiting future legal challenges.

In Canada, a 1984 draft rule for public comment proposed the adoption of
the ICRP terminology, the international units of radiation dose, the effective
dose-equivalent limits and weighting factors and the optimization requirements.
Comments received are under consideration.

The approach to radiation protection in the Philippines is similar to that in
the USA. However, the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission has adopted the
Basic Safety Standards, which in turn reflect the ICRP recommendations, in its
new radiation protection regulations. These new regulations are presently being
implemented.

Committed dose

In 1984, the ICRP confirmed its 1977 position that the dose-equivalent j
limits apply to the sum of the external exposure and that committed from the
intake of radionuclides. For radiation workers, the integration period for
committed dose-equivalents is 50 years. No allowance is made for earlier years
if these have committed lower risks or for future years in the expectation of
improved exposure conditions. Annual Limits of Intake (ALI) are established
for each radionuclide to ensure that the 50-year committed dose-equivalent will
not exceed the relevant dose-equivalent limit for one year. If there is external
exposure in that year, a proportionate reduction in the ALI is required.

Technical difficulties persist in reliably assessing intakes from air monitoring
data and in using chest monitoring or bioassay to measure accurately the low j
levels associated with the ALI. Some pragmatists, however, feel that they need
not concern themselves with estimating committed doses and consider it adequate
to calculate intake limits and to confine their attention to these. Estimates of
intake can be made by monitoring the working environment and applying reference
man data.

In 1984, there were indications that the ICRP's position was gaining more
acceptance. At a joint IAEA/WHO Symposium on the Assessment of Radioactive
Contamination in Man, held in Paris in November 1984, it was also noted that the
ICRP recommendations call for no individual monitoring when annual doses are
unlikely to exceed 30% of the dose limits. This level was suggested as the possible
transition from evaluating the workplace environment to evaluating an individual's
exposure.
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IRPA International Congress

The International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA), founded in 1966,
consists of 27 national societies with about 12 000 individual members world
wide. In May 1984, IRPA held its sixth International Congress, in Berlin (West),
with the theme 'Radiation — Risk — Protection'. More than 400 papers were
presented to over 1000 participants from 38 countries and 10 international
organizations.

The Congress saw a common worldwide approach developing towards the
concept of optimization of radiation protection. Development of a consensus on
principles of radiation protection to be applied to policy on radioactive waste
disposal was also noticeable. Significant attention was given to exposures from
natural radiation, especially from radon and its daughter products in dwellings,
and to biological effects of non-ionizing radiation such as microwaves, ultraviolet
radiation and radiowaves. Knowledge of these latter effects and agreement on
standards lag well behing the corresponding levels for ionizing radiation.

The next International Congress of IRPA will be held in Sydney, Australia,
in 1988, in conjunction with a major IAEA Conference on Radiation Protection
in Nuclear Energy and with the 60th Jubilee of the ICRP.

SIGNIFICANT RADIATION EVENTS

The loss of radioactive sources widely used in medicine, industry and
research is by no means a rare event. The export of contaminated pipe fittings,
table bases and reinforcing bars from Mexico to the USA in 1983 illustrated how
rapidly and widely radioactive material can be distributed if it is inadvertently
involved in scrap metal operations. These lost sources are normally recovered but
occasionally they are found only after causing injury or death. The grave
consequences of such events in 1983 and 1984 underline the need for responsible
authorities to exercise strict controls in regulating both the use and the eventual
disposal of radioactive materials and devices.

Contaminated reinforcing bars and table bases

Some additional information became available concerning the comparable
accident in Ciudad Juarez (Mexico) in 1983, which resulted from the improper
disposal of a medical cobalt-60 source, part of which was melted and cast into
approximately 1800 tonnes of metallic table bases and 5500 tonnes of reinforcing
bars. The activity of the 600 pellet source was approximately 37 TBq (1000 Ci)
when delivered to Mexico in 1977 and by December 1983 it had decayed to
approximately 15 TBq (400 Ci).
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Large quantities of the contaminated steel products reached the USA.
Extensive efforts to recover them resulted in 20 tonnes of table bases and about
1360 tonnes of reinforcing rods being returned to Mexico. Approximately
28 tonnes of reinforcing bars that had been incorporated into concrete structures
were allowed to remain in place owing to the low radiation hazard posed. The
maximum individual dose in the USA as a result of this accident is estimated to
be approximately 1 mSv (100 mrem), which equals the annual dose limit for
members of the public as established for continued exposure in the Basic Safety
Standards for Radiation Protection.

In Mexico, ten persons showed clinical symptoms related to the accident;
two males, one with a serious radiation burn to the palm of his right hand, are
now sterile. Eight had very severe haematological signs (low counts of white and
red blood cells and platelets), which disappeared after one to ten weeks. Ten
persons out of a sample were submitted to chromosomal aberration analysis and
showed doses received of 1 Gy to 3 Gy (100 rad to 300 rad). No assessments are
available of the subsequent health effects on the affected population in Ciudad
Juarez, which may amount to some hundreds of persons. A full reconstruction
of the accident and its consequences was not available.

Contaminated pipe fittings exported

In August 1984 surface dose rates of up to 1 juSv/h (0.1 mrem/h) were measured
on new steel pipe fittings at an industrial installation in California, USA. The
fittings, which were contaminated with a cobalt-60 concentration of less than
40 Bq/g (1 nCi/g), had been imported from Taiwan, China. The pipe fittings had
been manufactured early in 1983 from steel cast from scrap that contained a
0.37 GBq to 0.54 GBq (10 mCi to 20 mCi) cobalt-60 source. Although export
shipments had been made to only two US distributors, contaminated fittings had
been distributed widely in the USA.

Radiological assessments showed that the concentration of cobalt-60 involved
presented no significant risk to individuals or to the general public, but it was
advised that the fittings be returned to the distributors.

Lost iridium-192 source

In 1984, a serious radiation incident occurred in Morocco, as reported in an
official press release from the Ministry of the Interior. In the course of this
accident eight persons died from overexposure. Three who were severely injured
and hospitalized at the Institut Curie in Paris were released in apparently satis-
factory condition after treatment.

The accident had its origin at a fossil-fuelled power plant under construction
in Mohammedia, where iridium-192 sources were being used to make radiographs
of welds. In March 1984, one of these sources apparently broke off from its
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take-up reel hook and was not properly returned to its shielded container. The
source eventually dropped to the ground, where a passer-by presumably noticed
the tiny metal cylinder and took it home.

Within a relatively short period of time, during May and June, a total of eight
persons, the man's entire family and some relatives, died with the clinical picture
of 'lung haemorrhages'. It was initially assumed that the deaths were due to
poisoning. Only after the last family member had died was suspicion aroused that
the deaths might have been caused by radiation.

Such events underline the need for responsible authorities to exercise strict
controls in regulating the use and disposal of radioactive materials and devices.

Escape of uranium fluoride compounds

Two incidents occurred in 1984 that involved the release of small amounts of
uranium hexafluoride into the environment. An incident at the Lucas Height
Research Centre of the Australian Atomic Energy Commission in July 1984 led
to the escape of 1.5 kg of natural uranium hexafluoride. A similar incident at an
enrichment plant in Argentina in October 1984, in which a technician was
seriously injured, was caused by the rupture of a vessel containing about 1 kg of
natural uranium hexafluoride. Health and safety concerns were related to the
chemical toxicity rather than to the radioactivity of the uranium fluoride
compounds.

Sellafield beach contamination

In 1983, contamination of beaches was reported near the effluent discharge
pipeline from the Sellafield Works in Cumbria in the United Kingdom, owing to
an inadvertent release of radioactive material from a holding tank. At the time,
the public was advised not to use these beaches unnecessarily. The main concern
was that contact with contaminated seaweed and other flotsam might lead to
annual dose limits to the skin being exceeded within a relatively short period.

In May 1984, after extensive monitoring and removal of contaminated
debris, the advice was modified and in July 1984, although monitoring continued,
unrestricted use of the beaches was restored.

RADIATION EXPOSURE

Plant exposures

The latest exposure statistics released by the US NRC show that nuclear
power plant workers received higher average exposures in 1983 than in 1982
and, as in every year since 1977, workers at BWRs received higher average
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TABLE X. OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE AT US NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS, 1982 AND 1983

Average collective dose (man-Sv) 1982 1983

Per unit

All power reactors

PWRs

BWRs

Per MW-year generated

All power reactors

PWRs

BWRs

Average individual dose (mSv)

Per worker

All power reactors 6.2 6.6

PWRs 5.3 5.6

BWRs 7.6 8.2

7.05
5.78

9.40

0.016

0.013

0.023

7.53
5.92

10.6

0.017

0.013

0.028

exposures than those at PWRs (see Table X). However, there were significant
exceptions to this trend: one BWR site was among the ten lowest-dose sites;
two PWR sites were among the ten with the highest average dose. At both types
of plants the two most exposed groups were:

• special maintenance workers, accounting for 44% of the annual collective
dose;

• routine maintenance workers, accounting for 309<- of the annual collective
dose.

Non-utility workers received the largest exposure. Plants having the highest
average doses had lower availability and capacity factors, suggesting more
maintenance work, which carries a higher probability of exposure. In view of the
latest figures, the US NRC challenged the industry to reduce both the annual
collective and individual doses by 20% over the next two years.

Other countries generally reported better results: some only slightly better,
as in the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan; others considerably better,
as in Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Sweden and the USSR (see Fig.l 1). It
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FIG.11. Occupational exposure of nuclear power plant personnel. Source: Compendium of
recent publications.

must be noted, however, that the figures might not be based on comparable
reporting procedures. There appears to be no dependence on reactor type, the
decisive factors being the amount of repair, maintenance and testing carried out
and the efforts developed to reduce consequent radiation exposure.

Transient workers

Transient radiation workers, who can number about 750 during a refuelling
outage, are receiving increased attention in an effort to control their overall
radiation exposure. The problem is underlined by the fact that exposure of the
transient radiation work-force usually exceeds that of permanent employees, the
.figures given for the USA being 81% and 19% respectively of the total number of
radiation workers, defined as workers receiving doses exceeding 1 mSv/year
(lOOmrem/year).

In the USA, a Nuclear Employee Data System will cover the data relevant
for radiation protection, such as exposure and training records of transient workers.
The main objectives are the reduction of costly, time wasting checks on the workers'
exposure data; greater compatibility between utilities' record keeping systems;
avoidance of unnecessary and duplicative training; as well as the provision of data
for investigating overexposure claims.
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In the Federal Republic of Germany, for almost a decade, licensing of con-
tractors whose employees are involved in radiation work has been obligatory to
ensure that appropriate records are kept. Radiation workers also have to maintain
radiation logs that contain data on training and qualifications, and on radiation
exposures and medical examinations. There are centralized arrangements for
keeping track of the radiation logs. Arrangements in France are similar but include
centralized evaluation of film badges and a corresponding centralized exposure
register. Radiation logs are not maintained by transient workers, but dosimetric
data are submitted to the employer who must ensure that workers' exposure limits
are not exceeded.

TMI-2 clean-up

Efforts to keep worker radiation exposures as low as reasonably achievable
continued during the 1984 TMI-2 clean-up. Pretask planning and mock-up training,
the use of shielding, and decontamination and exposure reduction techniques
contributed to these efforts. In July 1984, workers entered the reactor building
without respiratory protection for the first time. The removal of the reactor
pressure vessel head resulted in a cumulative worker exposure of 0.15 man • Sv
(15 man-rem) compared with a predicted 0.6 man-Sv to 2.2 man-Sv (60 man-rem
to 220 man-rem). Dose rates in the reactor building were restored to levels that
existed before the removal of the head by installing an Internal Indexing Fixture
(IIF) on top of the reactor pressure vessel and filling it with water. The mechanical
removal of a thin layer of the concrete floor of the reactor building (scabbling)
resulted in a measured 50% reduction in local dose rates.

The US NRC now estimates that the total radiation dose to clean-up workers
ranges from 130 man-Sv to 460 man-Sv (13 000 man-rem to 46 000 man-rem)
compared with earlier estimates of 20 man • Sv to 80 man • Sv (2000 man • rem to
8000 man-rem). These higher estimates result from measurements of radiation
fields in the reactor building based upon numerous worker entries.

Delays have occurred in decontamination efforts because radioactive contami-
nation had been entrained in building surfaces, and early dose reduction efforts
were less successful than anticipated. Radiation levels in the reactor building
basement remain high as a result of residues from more than 2300 cubic metres
(600 000 gallons) of highly radioactive water removed in early 1982. The highest
basement level was a contact reading of about 10 Sv/h ( 1000 rem/h). Remote
handling devices and robots are being employed in the clean-up effort and this
should aid in decontamination and in reducing worker exposure levels.

General public

A third review (following those of 1974 and 1978} of the exposure levels
of the British population from all sources of ionizing radiation was completed by
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TABLE XI. ANNUAL INDIVIDUAL RADIATION EXPOSURES IN TWO
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Source

Natural

Cosmic radiation
Terrestrial radiation
Internal irradiation

Radon
Thoron

Artificial

Medical
Miscellaneous
Weapons fallout
Occupational exposure
Radioactive discharges

United Kingdom,
effective

dose-equivalent (|USv)

1978

300
400
370

700
100

250
11
10
9
2

1984

310
380
370

800

500
8

10
9
2

Federal Republic of Germany,
gonad

dose-equivalent (juSv)

1981 to 1982

300
500
300

500
20
10
10
10

the United Kingdom National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) in 1984.
It confirms that the main contribution to radiation exposure in the United
Kingdom — about 87% — is from natural radiation. This includes indoor exposure
from the radioactive decay products of radon and thoron. The largest man-made
contribution to the exposure of the population - about 11.5% - is from the
medical uses of radiation. The values given in Table XI are averages for the whole
country. The annual per capita effective dose-equivalent in the United Kingdom
is 2.2 mSv (220 mrem).

There are some changes from the earlier reviews, mainly due to the adoption
of better estimates derived from more recent measurements rather than real
changes in doses received. The contribution from medical exposure is half that
published in the last review, but this represents a better based estimate rather
than a genuine reduction in dose. The increase in the dose from miscellaneous
sources results mainly from the inclusion of the dose from natural activity in fly
ash, which is released during the burning of coal. This contribution is similar in
magnitude to that from radioactive discharges by the nuclear industry.

The findings in the United Kingdom correspond to those of a recent review
in the Federal Republic of Germany covering 1981 to 1982. A follow-up for
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1983 to 1984 is expected to be published in 1985. The data given are for gonad
doses and do not include the contribution from the inhalation of radon and
thoron decay products, which is a significant part of somatic radiation exposure.
Table XI contains the relevant data for the populations of both countries.

TRANSPORT OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Revised transport regulations

The IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Materials are
a key factor in the safe transport of more than 10 million packages of radioactive
material shipped world wide each year. They are implemented by all international
organizations concerned with transport and are the basis for most national legis-
lation. Comprehensive statistics on shipments are not available. The significance
of the various types of packages in the transport of radioactive materials in the
Federal Republic of Germany and in the USA is shown in Fig. 12. A substantial
revision of these Regulations, which were first published in 1961, was completed
in 1984, the culmination of about four years' work. The revised edition is
arranged in a new format to make it easier both to use and to revise.

The latest radiation protection requirements have been implemented, in
particular optimization of protection during transportation. Because individual
doses are controlled using highly conservative assumptions, actual doses to the
public should continue to be only a very small fraction of recommended dose
limits.

The new regulations include:

• Modified limits to the activity of packages to take into account exposure
pathways not previously considered;

• Graded packaging requirements for materials with low specific activity and
objects with surface contamination;

• Provisions relating to crush testing for certain types of light weight package ;
• Provisions for deep water submergence testing of certain types of irradiated

fuel flask.

The IAEA intends to promote implementation by providing relevant training
and advisory services. In 1984, planning began for an International Symposium
on the Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materials (PATRAM '86) to
be held in Davos, Switzerland, from 16 to 20 June 1986.

Sinking of the Mont Louis

On 25 August 1984, the French freighter Mont Louis was involved in a
collision with a passenger ferry in the North Sea and subsequently sank about
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a) Type A packages

Excepted packages

Type B packages 1.2%
Other 0.8%

Type A packages

Type B packages 3.6%

Other 0.4%

Excepted packages

Industrial packages

FIG.12. Shipments of radioactive material, (a) Federal Republic of Germany in 1981/1982
(460 000 packages per year), (b) USA in the early 1980s (2 400 000 packages per year).
Excepted packages, industrial packages, type A packages and type B packages contain
successively higher quantities of radioactive material, and the requirements concerning their
design.and use are successively more stringent.

18 kilometres north of Ostend, Belgium, in approximately 15 metres of water.
It was carrying 350 tonnes of natural and near-natural uranium hexafluoride (UF6)
in 30 steel containers with nominal dimensions of diameter 1.20 m, length 3.8 m
and wall thickness 16 mm. The IAEA Regulations for. the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Materials cover shipments of this type and their requirements are
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incorporated in French regulations and implemented by the International
Maritime Organization in its International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code.

The UF6 was shipped in solid form and at subatmospheric pressure. Its
chemical toxicity is more important than its radio toxicity, and the concentration
of the fissile isotope uranium-235 was too low for a nuclear chain reaction. There
was also no threat of a chemical explosion, contrary to what was widely reported
in the press. During the salvage operation, the integrity of the UF6 containers
was continuously monitored by means of 217 sea water samples, 752 analyses
and 146 radiation dose rate measurements. No leakage to the sea was found,
but even if there had been one, radiation hazards would have been negligible.

All of the material was recovered intact within six weeks of the sinking -
a demonstration that the requirements of the Transport Regulations are
adequate. The incident was given widespread attention in the media, especially
in neighbouring countries. Public anxiety could perhaps have been reduced if
comprehensible relevant information had been made available.

EMERGENCY PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS

Intervention levels for public protection

An important stage in emergency preparedness was reached in 1984 when
ICRP, WHO and the IAEA completed work on guidelines establishing intervention
levels for measures to protect the public in the event of an accidental radioactive
release from a nuclear facility.

Various protective measures, such as sheltering, evacuation, relocation,
access control, decontamination, control of food and water supply and the use
of stable iodine, were discussed in relation to three accident response phases:

• The 'early phase', the period before a potential release and for the first few
hours after its commencement;

• The 'intermediate phase' beginning several hours after the commencement
of the release, which could last for several weeks;

• A 'late' or 'recovery' phase concerned with the restoration of the affected
environment, which could extend for several years.

The main principle in deciding whether to introduce a protective measure
is that the social cost and risk incurred by its introduction should be less than those
of the radiation dose averted. The specific intervention decision should be based
on estimates of the dose if protective measures were not to be introduced. In
practice, it will be necessary to specify derived intervention levels (e.g. concen-
trations of radionuclides in air, water and foodstuffs), corresponding to the dose
intervention levels, to aid the interpretation of emergency field monitoring
programmes.
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TABLE XII. DOSE LEVELS FOR PROTECTIVE MEASURES

Protective measure

Early phase

Sheltering
Stable iodine administration
Evacuation

Intermediate phase

Control of foodstuffs and water
Relocation

Late phase

Whole body Individual organsa

Dose (mGy) or dose-equivalent (mSv)

5-5Ob

50-500

Dose-equivalent

5-5Ob

50-500

No numerical
guidance given

50-500
5O-5OOc

500-5000

(mSv) committed in first year

50-500
Not anticipated

No numerical
guidance given

a For high dose alpha irradiation of the lungs, dose-equivalents include a relative biological
effectiveness of 10.
Whole body or effective dose-equivalent.

c Thyroid only.

Two doses have been defined: a 'lower level' below which a given protective
measure is unlikely to be warranted, and an 'upper level' above which measures
should almost certainly be implemented (see Table XII). The guidance should
assist national authorities in setting criteria for introducing a wide range of
protective measures that take into account the relevant specifics of a given
accident.

Transboundary co-operation

In 1984, in order to help countries constructing and operating nuclear facilities
near national borders, the IAEA developed Guidelines on Reportable Events, Inte-
grated Planning and Information Exchange in Transboundary Release of Radio-
active Materials (INFCIRC 321). This is the first in a series of supplements to the
basic Guidelines for Mutual Assistance Arrangements in Connection with a Nuclear
Accident or Radiological Emergency (INFCIRC 310).

The new guidelines recommend:

• that neighbouring states consider bilateral or multilateral arrangements to
co-operate and to co-ordinate their emergency response in the event of a
transboundary release of radioactive materials;

• that an event be considered reportable if there is the potential for, or the
actual occurrence of, a release of radioactive material having significance
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for radiological safety, which might cross or has crossed an international
boundary and which might require the implementation of protective measures
for the public;

• that concerned states identify and make known to each other their competent
national authorities and points of contact for the exchange of technical
information and emergency response planning information, together with
the information to be exchanged;

• that through integrated planning, provision be made for a co-ordinated
response involving all the authorities and organizations having responsibilities
in the event of an emergency requiring a transboundary response.

The guidelines recommend that national authorities set intervention levels
for protective measures in advance, but the level of radiological impact at which
actions would be taken will remain subject to the decision of the authorities in
the neighbouring states in the light of the prevailing circumstances. Actions should
be co-ordinated so that the protective measures in the neighbouring state are not
introduced earlier and are not more stringent than those in the state where the
accident has occurred.

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT

Radiation protection guidance

In 1984 there were indications that an international consensus is emerging
on the need for coherent guidance on radiation protection for waste disposal.
This would be based on the ICRP dose limitation system and would have the
goal of planning disposal practices so that future risks to man caused by today's
decisions would be judged acceptable if they were to be incurred now. In the
disposal of solid wastes, the system of dose limitation cannot be applied directly,
since waste disposal practices might lead to exposure as a result of very unlikely
events and might cause consequences difficult to quantify.

A comprehensive 1984 publication of the OECD/NEA discussed waste
disposal in the context of the three components of the ICRP system of dose
limitation. The first component, which requires 'justification' before a practice
is introduced, must be applied to the nuclear fuel cycle as a whole and not to
waste disposal independently. With regard to the second component, which
requires all exposures to be kept as low as reasonably achievable, the usual
optimization techniques may not lead to a clear choice among disposal options
if collective dose uncertainties are high during the initial period of storage.
Optimization techniques other than the conventional differential cost-benefit
analysis are being explored in various international forums and the ICRP has
appointed a task group for this subject. For the third component, the need for
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Unacceptable region
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FIG. 13. A proposed acceptability criterion curve for radwaste disposal, based on an assumed
number often event sequences and a risk upper bound of the order of one in one million per
year. Source: IAEA Symposium on Radioactive Waste Management, 16 to 20 May 1983, Seattle.

compliance with the numerical dose limits set for individuals, an individual risk
limit for members of the public should be used.

The individual-related requirement relevant to radiation protection is the
limitation of the highest dose that individuals may incur. Using the ICRP risk
factor of approximately 10~2 per sievert, an individual dose would imply a risk
equal to the risk factor times the dose. This could be applied to the ICRP dose
limits and also to the source upper bounds. The NEA report suggested that the
individual risk limit for all practices involving potential radiation exposure should
correspond to the risk associated with the current ICRP recommendations for
the control of individual doses. According to this study the risk limit would
thus be set at 10"s per year, where exposure is expected to persist for a decade
or more.

Others advocate a more practical approach of risk limitation for specific
sources, taking into account their relevant upper bounds and the possible scenarios
of probabilistic exposures. Criterion curves of probability versus dose have been
developed to determine whether a potential exposure would comply with the risk
limit requirement. Figure 13 shows a typical criterion curve used for nuclear
safety assessment and presented at the 1983 IAEA International Conference on
Radioactive Waste Management as an acceptability criterion curve for waste
depositories. This curve can be used for verifying each sequence of potential
events in the case of an assumed number of ten sequences and a risk upper bound
of the order of 10"6 per year. The main features of the curve are as follows: an
inverse proportionality region for the range of doses in which only stochastic
effects occur; a sigmoid relationship for doses between 1 Sv and 6 Sv to take into
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account the increasing probability of death; and a constant probability of 10~7

for doses higher than approximately 6 Sv, which are assumed to be lethal.
The ICRP has established a task group to study the problem of applying the

radiation protection principles to radioactive waste disposal; its report is awaited
with great interest.

Monazite waste storage

In 1984, Malaysian authorities were concerned about the radioactive waste
from a plant processing monazite to recover rare earth compounds. Two types
of radioactive waste are produced during the process: a wet cake containing
thorium hydroxide and a sludge of barium sulphate mixed with lead sulphide.
These wastes, which contain the radionuclides of the thorium-232 and uranium-238
decay series, are mixed to produce a composite waste for storage. The rate of
waste production is approximately 2250 tonnes per year, containing about
315 tonnes of thorium and 13 tonnes of uranium.

Early in 1984, the processing company constructed three trenches. An IAEA
mission visited the site in September 1984 to review and assess the adequacy of
the storage methods and concluded that although the trenches did not meet all
relevant requirements, the waste site could be made acceptably safe, assuming
that the waste would be retrieved. Recommendations were also made for
radiological monitoring programmes during and after the storage operations.
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Section IV

OUTLOOK

NUCLEAR SAFETY

Standard plant designs

Several standard designs that should speed up production and lower costs and
simplify licensing and inspection requirements are being developed in various
countries.

US designs

The US reactor vendors General Electric and Combustion Engineering have
developed their advanced standard plants GESSAR I and GESSAR II, which
have been accepted by the US NRC. A Westinghouse Advanced PWR design,
RESSAR, is presently under review for a preliminary design approval.

United Kingdom: Sizewell-B PWR

The Sizewell-B PWR is distinguished from the US SNUPPS design by
modifications to the systems for fire protection, emergency core cooling, auxiliary
feedwater and the emergency diesel generators, and to the reactor protection
system. The protection system will incorporate two diverse ways to initiate reactor
shutdown and will have safety functions such as emergency core cooling and
containment isolation. A target collective dose-equivalent of 2.4 Sv per year has
been established for site personnel and modifications have been introduced to
facilitate access to the main components and to enable automatic devices to be
used to keep occupational exposures low.

France: PWR-1450

Work on the basic design features of the new French 1450 MW(e) standard
PWR commenced in 1978, with construction work beginning in 1984 at Chooz.
The new model is primarily distinguished from its predecessors by a 5% cost reduc-
tion per kilowatt and improved safety. Major improvements are:

• a larger reactor pressure vessel with improved metallurgical characteristics;
• smaller steam generators with less corrosive Inconel 690;
• more compact and efficient primary pumps;
• more advanced control room instrumentation and computer aids.
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Federal Republic of Germany: PWR-1000

In the Federal Republic of Germany, Kraftwerk Union has redesigned its
three-loop 1000 MW(e) PWR to include technical advances and operating experience
from its four-loop 1300 MW(e) units. Such smaller units should be easier to
accommodate in the grids of many countries. Although some of the licensing
requirements in the Federal Republic of Germany have been deleted, such as that
for site protection against certain man-induced events, an IAEA Safety Mission
requested by Turkey confirmed that the design still closely follows international
safety and licensing criteria.

The design incorporates a large spherical steel containment that can with-
stand a loss-of-coolant accident without a pressure reducing spray system. A
double containment concept provides for low and controlled leakage from the
containment via filters and a stack. The annulus is sufficiently wide to allow
inspection of the steel containment outer surfaces. Within the containment, a
cylindrical concrete shield surrounds the primary circuit and protects the contain-
ment shell from potential internal missiles. Refuelling does not require the
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies through locks into another building, since
the containment houses the compartment for storing new fuel and the spent
fuel pool. The reactor output can be reduced to part-load operation in the event
of a turbine trip if the main condenser is available, thus enabling rapid return
to full power.

USSR: WWER1000

In the USSR, improvements have been made to the original WWER 440
series, and there has been further progress with the introduction of the new
WWER 1000 series. Fuel assemblies have more rods somewhat smaller in diameter,
increasing the core power density, and the control and shutdown system uses both
control rods and boric acid. Special flywheels are attached to the main circulation
pumps to prevent rapid coast-down and steam generators have been modified to
facilitate maintenance.

Engineered safety systems are designed to cope with loss-of-coolant
accidents up to a double-ended guillotine severance coupled with station black-
out. Emergency core cooling is provided by accumulators connected to the hot
and cold legs of the reactor coolant system, and by high and low pressure injection
pumps. The WWER 1000 units are equipped with full pressure containments to
withstand a total loss of coolant inventory with depressurization provided by a
containment spray system. Redundant safety systems trains have independent
power supplies and are physically separated in different compartments. A
transition from two turbines to one per reactor unit enables increased output. The
use of a basement condenser allows significant reductions in building volume,
material consumption and construction costs.
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Inherently safe reactors

The discussion on simplified design, smaller unit size and inherently safe
reactor systems is continuing but is not gaining momentum. Interest has been
stimulated by the construction and licensing problems of the present generation
of reactors, which have given rise to complex systems and have strained financial
resources. However, there is a growing volume of operating experience and an
advanced manufacturing capability and industrial infrastructure.

New designs such as the modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR)
and the process-inherent ultimately safe (PIUS) model continue under discussion.
In the USA and the Federal Republic of Germany, HTGR design work is well
under way. The PIUS design maintains the basic LWR technology but removes the
dependence on engineered safety features and human judgement in abnormal
conditions. Core integrity is ensured through natural circulations, and the primary
circuit is enclosed in a prestressed concrete vessel filled with cold, highiy borated
water. Construction of the large vessel may cause problems, and maintenance work
on submerged equipment may be difficult. The main advantage of the simplified
design should be a reduced regulatory task and improved public perception.

Nuclear merchant ships

In 1984 the Soviet nuclear ice-breaker Lenin, the first of a series, completed
25 years of operation. Two additional ice-breakers are operating, a fourth is under
construction and another is in the planning stage. Orders for additional ships have
been placed with a Finnish shipyard having extensive experience with conven-
tional ice-breakers. The nuclear propulsion machinery is to be installed in
the USSR.

Low weight and large range are essential in Arctic waters, and the Soviet
ice-breakers have not only demonstrated an excellent safety standard but also
established some interesting operational records. The Lenin was in continuous
operation for 390 days in the years 1977 to 1979; the L. Brezhnev reached the
North Pole in 1977; and the Sibir steamed continuously for 410 days in
1978/1979.

The status of nuclear propelled merchant ships in other countries is quite
different: the US ship Savannah was decommissioned for economic reasons, as
was the Otto Hahn in the Federal Republic of Germany, while the Japanese
Mut su has been under repair for the last five years with a one-year test
programme planned before the ship is decommissioned. For the time being,
this appears to be the end of an ambitious programme to replace oil by nuclear
power in the propulsion of merchant ships.

Nuclear district heating

The use of nuclear power for district heating is increasing. The two-unit
PWR plant at Beznau in Switzerland is being used to supply several villages with
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heat and there are plans to extend the system and also to include the nuclear
power plant at Leibstadt. The plant at Jaslovske Bohunice in Czechoslovakia
is to supply district heating to several towns. The capacity of the district heating
line to the first town, 15 kilometres distant, will be 240 MW(th) with a total
eventual capacity of 900 MW(th). Construction work on two plants devised solely
for district heating is progressing in the USSR. Their design is characterized by
specific safety features to meet the additional safety requirements for siting close
to population centres.

Nuclear safety standards

It is expected that, with only five Safety Guides still outstanding, all
60 documents of the IAEA Nuclear Safety Standards (NUSS) programme will be
completed by the end of 1985. This will be the culmination of a tremendous
collaborative effort in the development of international safety standards. Many
countries have used the guides as a reference for codifying their regulatory require-
ments, some even adopting them as the basis for their regulations: most recently,
China, Egypt and Turkey.

In its continuing efforts to assist in the implementation of the NUSS
programme, the IAEA held an International Symposium on Safety Codes and
Guides (NUSS) in the Light of Current Safety Issues in November 1984. The
IAEA will continue to provide guidance through additional manuals, particularly
in the area of design and quality assurance.

Financial cutbacks

Concern for the future of nuclear safety reflects the trend towards cuts in
budgets for nuclear activities in developed countries where no additional nuclear
generating capacity is needed and in developing countries that are struggling to
overcome general economic problems. In the USA, budget cuts have stirred specula-
tion about safety research, which will most probably be hardest hit. A similar
situation exists in the Federal Republic of Germany, where the number of nuclear
safety staff in the Ministry of the Interior has been reduced.

Member States are now co-ordinating their nuclear safety research programmes
with industry to avoid duplication, and the interest in large internationally shared
research and development programmes is growing. Regional co-operation, which
already exists among Member States of the OECD/NEA and of the CMEA, is
already being supplemented by international projects. The IAEA supports this
development through scientific meetings, co-ordinated research projects and
fellowships.
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RADIATION PROTECTION

The interface between nuclear safety and radiation protection

In 1984, an Expert Group convened by the OECD/NEA completed a
preliminary study of the implications of nuclear safety requirements for occupa-
tional radiation protection. This was aimed at finding a means of determining
an optimal balance between the potential harm to the public resulting from
hypothetical accidents if a safety measure were not carried out, and the increased
exposure of the groups of workers who implement the safety measure. To date,
the technical difficulties in quantifying the overall detriment and its uncertainties
cannot be overcome, either for workers or for the general public, owing to limita-
tions in probabilistic risk assessment techniques. Another more fundamental
objection holds that the main concern of nuclear safety, the protection of the
public against accidents, and the high level of safety achieved, cannot be traded
against other factors such as the occupational exposure of workers. Nevertheless,
an attempt is being made to address this issue at the interface of nuclear safety
and radiation protection, and this should produce a conceptual approach to
resolving the conflict between competing safety objectives.

Nuclear robotics

In the continuing effort to reduce occupational exposure, robots may offer
a cost-effective alternative for performing inspections and maintenance tasks
where radiation levels, heat and humidity limit human capabilities. Thus,
concerted efforts are under way in many countries to develop industrial robots
for utilization in the nuclear industry (see Fig. 14). Prototypes have already been
used in recovery and clean-up operations at Three Mile Island Unit-2. In view
of the significant safety and economic benefits, robotics should become an
integral part of nuclear technology.

Surveillance and inspection tasks evaluated in a US NRC study include the
detection of steam and water leaks, verification of valve positions and reading of
gauges, and sampling for radioactivity. The Electric Power Research Institute
surveyed tasks performed routinely or during refuelling repair and other repair or
replacement jobs. Both studies concluded that significant safety and economic
benefits could be derived from the utilization of robots.

Radiobiology

Improvements in the understanding of the radiobiological effects of radiation
seldom seem significant when one year is compared with the next. This is the
inevitable consequence of dependence on long-term research and the necessarily
protracted nature of epidemiological studies. The next milestone may well be
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FIG.14. A mobile manipulater used as a stand-by system to work in toxic or radioactive
environments. Its mechanical hand can lift 75 kg, and it is equipped with two cameras to
transmit pictures to monitors on the control console.

Courtesy of Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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the publications planned by UNSCEAR for 1986 or 1987. Subjects on which
reports are expected are: dose-effect relationships for radiation-induced cancer;
biological effects in utero; radiation carcinogenesis in man (delayed so far because
of the re-evaluation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki data); early effects of high doses;
and the genetic effects of radiation.

Radiation protection standards

Eight years have elapsed since the major publication by the ICRP of its
revised recommendations3. Progress in incorporating the recommendations into
international and national regulations is a continuing process. Such time-scales
are not surprising when the proposed changes in policy and practice are significant,
as is the case with the dose limitation system and the inclusion of natural radia-
tion aspects.

Even more difficulties can be expected in the development of standards
for the safety assessment of waste repositories. Two aspects must be added: one
is consideration of rare and unlikely events at a waste respository, with its potential
for returning radioactive material to the biosphere; the other is the exposure
possibly incurred in the future as a result of the present practice of waste disposal.

Regulatory issues

Future developments in radiation protection in the USA are of particular
interest because of a new initiative for co-ordination among the governmental
agencies involved. In April 1984 the Committee on Interagency Radiation
Research and Policy Coordination was established. Its 'top ten' priority issues are:

radioepidemiological tables
de minimis radiation levels
health effects of radon decay products
occupational exposure registry
measurement; recording and control of radiation
food irradiation
scientific and technical input to standards and regulations
use of radiation in science, industry and medicine
non-ionizing radiation
remedial actions

3 INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION, Recommenda-
tions of the International Commission on Radiological Protection, ICRP Publication 26, Pergamon
Press, Oxford, New York (1977).
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The new committee, although so shortly in existence, has been facing some
current radiation protection problems, including the conflict of legal and political
considerations with scientific evidence and the matter of alleged radiation injuries,
lawsuits and compensation legislation. It sees one of the major tasks as conveying
clear and concise information on radiation risks and benefits to the public.
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